SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
FALL 2019 EXAM 6U EXAMINER’S REPORT
The Syllabus and Examination Committee has prepared this Examiner’s Report as a tool for candidates
preparing to sit for a future offering of this exam. The Examiner’s Report provides:
•

A summary of exam statistics.

•

General observations by the Syllabus and Examination Committee on candidate performance.

•

A question-by-question narrative, describing where points were commonly achieved and missed
by the candidates.

The report is intended to provide insight into what the graders for each question were looking for in
responses that received full or nearly-full credit. This includes an explanation of common mistakes and
oversights among candidates. We hope that the report aids candidates in mastering the material
covered on the exam by providing valuable insights into the differences between responses that are
comprehensive and those that are lacking in some way.
Candidates are encouraged to review the Future Fellows article from June 2013 entitled “Getting the
Most out of the Examiner’s Report” for additional insights.
EXAM STATISTICS:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Number of Candidates: 470
Available Points: 69.25
Passing Score: 49.75
Number of Passing Candidates: 246
Raw Pass Ratio: 52.3%
Effective Pass Ratio: 56.6%

GENERAL COMMENTS:
•

Candidates should note that the instructions to the exam explicitly say to show all work; graders
expect to see enough support on the candidate’s answer sheet to follow the calculations
performed. While the graders made every attempt to follow calculations that were not welldocumented, lack of documentation may result in the deduction of points where the
calculations cannot be followed or are not sufficiently supported.

•

Candidates should justify all selections when prompted to do so. For example, if the candidate
selects an all year average and the candidate prompts a justification of all selections, a brief
explanation should be provided for the reasoning behind this selection.

•

Incorrect responses in one part of a question did not preclude candidates from receiving credit
for correct work on subsequent parts of the question that depended upon that response.

•

Candidates should try to be cognizant of the way an exam question is worded. They must look
for key words such as “briefly” or “fully” within the problem. We refer candidates to the Future
Fellows article from December 2009 entitled “The Importance of Adverbs” for additional
information on this topic.

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
•

Some candidates provided lengthy responses to a “briefly describe” question, which does not
provide extra credit and only takes up additional time during the exam.

•

Candidates should note that the sample answers provided in the examiner’s report are not an
exhaustive representation of all responses given credit during grading, but rather the most
common correct responses.

•

In cases where a given number of items were requested (e.g., “three reasons” or “two
scenarios”), the examiner’s report often provides more sample answers than the requested
number. The additional responses are provided for educational value, and would not have
resulted in any additional credit for candidates who provided more than the requested number
of responses. Candidates are reminded that, per the instructions to the exam, when a specific
number of items is requested, only the items adding up to that number will be graded (i.e., if
two items are requested and three are provided, only the first two are graded).

•

It should be noted that all exam questions have been written and graded based on information
included in materials that have been directly referenced in the official syllabus, which is located
on the CAS website. The CAS takes no responsibility for the content of supplementary study
materials and/or manuals produced by outside corporations and/or individuals which are not
directly referenced in the official syllabus.

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
FALL 2019 EXAM 6U, QUESTION 1
TOTAL POINT VALUE: 2.25
LEARNING OBJECTIVE: A1
SAMPLE ANSWERS
Part a: 0.75 point
Candidates must provide one answer from each list.
Sample Responses for Insurer Benefits:
• Better segmentation
• More granular data
• Reduce claim costs
• More efficient claim handling
• More accurate data
• Product differentiation
• Improved brand awareness
• More accurate pricing allows the insurer to grow
• Improved retention of best risks
• Improved profitability
• Better communication channels with insured
• Reduce moral hazard
• Competitive advantage
• Attract better customers
• Quick access to more data for pricing and claim adjusting
• New revenue stream from UBI program
• Improve customer’s driving habits
Sample Responses for Insured Benefits
• Lower rates
• More control over insurance rate
• Feedback on driving habits
• Rates are more fair
• Reward better driving habits
• Better driving habits
• Premium reflects driving habits
• Rates more affordable
• Insurance more available
• Better/faster claims processing
• Ancillary functions, such as finding a stolen car using GPS
• Better response time in accident
• Enhanced safety
• Insured pays premium based upon usage
• Non-driving variables get less weight (age, sex, credit score)
• More communication with insurer
Sample Responses for Societal Benefits

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Less traffic congestion
Lower infrastructure costs
Less pollution or reduced emissions from driving less
Safer driving or less accidents
More insured drivers or less uninsured drivers
Lower insurance premiums
Overall decreased costs to policyholders which benefits society in general
Non-driving variables get less weight (age, sex, credit score)
More socially equitable premium
Reduce the subsidy between low and high mileage drivers
Can eliminate subsidies between drivers
Improve rate equity / less subsidization
It could allow insureds who typically drive less miles to be charged less, lowering income
inequality (such as lower income, young, seniors, or urban residents).
Better tracking stolen vehicles
Enhanced claim experience, data and details about the accident are available
Faster settlement of claims
Devices may help prevent fraud
Mitigate the risky behaviors of young drivers by educating them
GPS technology in some telematics devices helps emergency response locate vehicles in
trouble
Expand availability of affordable insurance
Easier recovery in cases of car theft
Better claims handling
Quicker emergency response to accidents

Part b: 1 point
Sample Responses - Any two of the following:
• There may be a disproportionate impact for low income individuals who cannot afford
usage-based insurance (UBI) devices.
• Penalizing drivers for where and when they drive as a function of work and housing
segregation.
• Black box model that consumers don't understand
• Failure to achieve meaningful loss mitigation because of a black box approach by insurers
of collecting data for rating.
• Limited regulatory intervention due to black box model
• Data privacy concerns (one of the following):
o There are data privacy concerns if the insurer does not use UBI data solely for loss
mitigation and pricing.
o Data privacy concerns – the insurer may sell the private data to a 3rd party
o Data privacy concerns – how will the insurer prevent misuse of the private data?
• The insurer might only use the UBI data to benefits themselves, and not when it would be
to the benefit of the insured.

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
•
•
•
•

UBI devices are expensive, and that cost may be passed onto consumers through higher
premiums.
UBI data is not consistently formatted between companies and an insured may not be
able to transfer their specific data when they move companies.
There is a lack of regulation for UBI models and insurers might take advantage of this.
Consumer may be concerned about the collection of accurate data and how inaccuracies
could impact their premium.

Part c: 0.5 point
Candidates must provide one advantage and one disadvantage:
Sample Responses for Advantages:
• Most people have smartphones
• Cheaper cost to insurer
• Large data storage capacity
• Easy to install/get access
• Minimal installation costs to consumer
• Phone has all the needed sensors already
• Smartphone can do some data processing
• Compatible with any vehicle
• Superior communication abilities
• Able to monitor distracted driving
• Phone is portable
• User acceptance
• Insurer has more opportunities to interact with the insured through their phone and this
may increase retention.
• Updatable software
• More accurate pricing because of big data
• Consumer rates can be updated more often
Sample Responses for Disadvantages:
• Data quality could be poor OR less reliable OR not as accurate
• Accelerator/GPS/other sensors may not be calibrated
• Not everyone has a smartphone
• Insured might not bring phone OR phone can be turned off
• Unable to differentiate passenger and driver
• Requires cellular data usage (increased cost to consumer)
• Gyroscopes need to be adjusted
• Rural areas may not have sufficient signal for insureds to participate
• Requires user to download app and keep it up to date
• Different smartphones record data differently, which could create inconsistencies in data
from different types of phones
• Can't be used to track down a stolen car since that phone won’t be in the car

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
• Invasion of privacy
EXAMINER’S REPORT
Candidates were expected to understand telematics-supported usage-based insurance, the
impacts it has on various stakeholders, and the advantages/disadvantages of various
technologies.
Part a
Candidates were expected to list 1 potential benefit of UBI for each stakeholder (insurer, insured,
and society).
Common errors include:
• Stating a potential benefit for the insurer is the ability to write more business
• Stating a potential benefit for the insurer is that UBI is a low-cost way to collect data
Part b
Candidates were expected to describe 2 potential concerns from consumer advocates.
Common errors include:
• Identifying concerns that are pervasive in personal lines auto insurance but not specific to
UBI such as mandatory minimum BI limits or higher rates for high risk drivers.
• Identifying a concern without providing enough relevant detail or why it would be a
concern from a consumer advocate.
o For example, stating solely “Privacy concerns” without further explanation
• Providing two responses that were not sufficiently distinct
o “Privacy Issues” and “The insurer may not use the data solely for loss mitigation
and pricing” (see above)
• Stating that UBI could raise rates for high risk drivers
Part c
Candidates were expected to list 1 potential benefit and 1 potential disadvantage of using
smartphone technology for UBI programs.
Common errors include:
(Advantage):
• Providing advantages that conflict with commonly accepted disadvantages, such as
stating “More accurate than other devices” without describing how
(Disadvantage):
• Stating that smartphones are easily manipulated without providing a specific example.
FALL 2019 EXAM 6U, QUESTION 2
TOTAL POINT VALUE: 2.25
SAMPLE ANSWERS
Part a: 0.25 point

LEARNING OBJECTIVE: A1

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
Sample Responses:
• Free from state imposed rate and form requirements
• Surplus carriers do not participate in guaranty funds, so the carrier won’t be assessed if a
different insurer can’t meet claim obligations.
• Only has to be licensed in domiciliary state
• Less competition since there are much more admitted carriers than surplus lines.
• The surplus carrier only pays the state premium tax to the state of domicile
• Surplus carriers have the ability to be more flexible with their policies so they can provide
the exact coverage the policyholder needs more easily.
• The insurer could make the coverage more tailored to the customer’s need.
Part b: 2 points
Bolded sample answers indicate unique subject responses, any four of which were required.
Italicized sample answers are common variations on the unique response.
Surplus/Capital Requirements
• Must meet capital requirements – may not meet requirement because start-up may not
have access to capital.
• Required to have sufficient capital/surplus - start-up company could have sufficient capital
and surplus.
Coverage for the Risk Must be Declined by the Admitted Market
• Diligent search requirement: Insureds have to prove they could not get coverage in
voluntary market. They would then go through a surplus lines broker. A direct-toconsumer basis would then not be effective.
• There has to be a “diligent search” by the broker before being able to use surplus lines
insurance. This won’t apply as there are admitted insurers in the state.
Surplus Lines Do Not Compete with Admitted Market
• Product must not be available in private market for insured – if competing with admitted
carrier, product is likely available
Surplus Lines Insurer Must be Admitted in Domicile State
• To be eligible to write surplus lines, needs to be authorized/licensed in state of domicile to
write the same business. It it’s start up, it may not meet requirement.
• Needs to be admitted in its domiciliary state. Since this is already a start-up company, it is
assumed it meets this requirement.
No Guaranty Fund
• No guaranty fund support, so insured may willing to get business from admitted carrier
covered by fund -> peace of mind
Only Specialty Licensed Producers are Permitted to Sell Surplus Lines Insurance
• Surplus lines carrier must export business through a surplus lines broker, thus the “directto-consumer” is not allowed.

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
•

Permit only specially licensed agent or producer to place surplus line business. The startup may meet their requirement if their agents are licensed.

Must Meet Specified Managerial Requirement (Seasoned)
• The startup is required to be experience in writing that line first through the admitted
market. If they are a startup, will not have experience to meet this requirement.
• Seasoning – start-up may not have been in business long enough in its own state to be
recognized by this state.
• Meets managerial requirements: it’s possible it meets this.
State May Require in-state office or producer residence
• Location – company may not have an office in state/US which may be required.
Direct to Consumer
• As surplus lines are not regulated, DOI may not allow direct selling to consumers unless
consumer is a sophisticated business of sufficient size with risk manager negotiated
purchases.
• Direct to consumer only applies to specialized consumer purchasers or consumers unable
to find coverage in admitted market so they will not be able to compete with admitted
carriers.
Premium Taxes paid only imposed by home state of the insured
• Only home state of insured impose premium tax on surplus line business. The start-up
meets the requirement.
EXAMINER’S REPORT
Candidates were expected to understand the advantages of being a surplus lines carrier and
the regulatory requirements for surplus lines carriers.
Part a
Candidates were expected to briefly describe one advantage for an insurer of being a surplus
lines carrier rather than an admitted carrier.
Common errors include:
•

•

•

Stating that regulations were different without being clear why different regulations
were an advantage.
For example: “An insurer who is a surplus lines carrier is not subject to the same rate
regulation as an admitted carrier”
Listing items that were not true for surplus lines carriers.
For example: “Faster and easier to enter the market” or “The insurer can directly offer
insurance without admitted by regulators”
Listing items that were incomplete and needed further discussion to determine if it was
an advantage or applied to surplus lines regulations.

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
For example: “Do not have to participate in state guaranty funds” or “Offer cheaper
insurance because of lower cost”
•

Listing items that are also true for the admitted market.
For example: “By offering on a direct to consumer basis, a surplus lines carrier can cut
costs” or “They are able to service a different market that may be in lines with their
business goals”

•

Listing items that were advantages to consumers rather than the surplus lines insurer or
lacked explanation why it benefits the surplus line insurer.
For example: Surplus lines carrier benefit from writing to insureds that need insurance not
found in the admitted market therefore the insurance is highly specialized”

Part b
Candidates were expected to list four surplus lines regulatory requirements and explain whether
or not the start-up insurer, described in the question, could meet the four requirements.
Common errors include:
• Describing surplus lines insurers in general rather than the specific example provided in
the question. For example stating that insurer could appoint specialty licensed producers
when the example company intended to use direct writers.
• Discussing items common to admitted and surplus lines insurance such as financial
reporting and financial examination.
• Discussing regulatory requirements for surplus lines brokers rather than the surplus lines
insurer.
• Discussing items that would be beneficial to a start-up insurer but not a surplus lines
regulatory requirement (e.g. discussing lack of actuarial and underwriting expertise).

FALL 2019 EXAM 6U, QUESTION 3
TOTAL POINT VALUE: 3.25
LEARNING OBJECTIVE: A2
SAMPLE ANSWERS
Part a: 1 point
Sample Responses - Any four of the following:
• Frequency and extent the regulator was able to identify and rectify potential issues
before they could cause harm to policyholders (i.e. Taking actions to prevent insolvencies)
• Rate of insolvencies and payments to policyholders in those insolvencies (i.e.
Effectiveness of guaranty funds)
• Effectiveness and efficiency of rehabilitation actions
• Healthy, competitive insurance market
Sample responses – Any one of the following:
o Market health
o Competitive market
o Financial stability and reliability of insurers

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT

•
•
•

o Breadth and depth of insurance industry
o Availability and affordability of insurance
o Rates adequate, not excessive or unfairly discriminatory
Perceived & actual costs vs benefits of regulation (i.e. Efficiency of regulatory framework)
How well the regulatory regime achieves its intended purpose
Fair and equitable treatment of consumers (e.g. Number of consumer complaints,
Consumer lawsuits)

Part b: 0.75 point
i. Fallibility – regulators are human beings and humans make mistakes
ii. Forbearance – failure to take prompt and/or stringent action in the face of a potentially
troubled company
iii. Capture – regulators tend to take the mindset of an interest group/the industry being
regulated
Part c: 1.5 points
Candidates must provide three of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Duplication/peer review – system of state regulation (or between states and NAIC
FAD/FAWG) means if a regulator in one state misses something another is likely to catch
the mistake, reducing fallibility
Peer review/peer pressure – other states or the NAIC may pressure the domiciliary state
to act quickly, reducing forbearance
Peer review/peer pressure – other states or the NAIC may pressure another state into not
siding with interest groups, reducing capture
Diversity of perspective among regulators will lead to fewer extreme policies and more
centrist solutions, reducing the likelihood of capture
Moral hazard may help to reduce forbearance as the lack of a federal financial backstop
may give regulators more incentive to take action
Formulaic standards such as IRIS tests & RBC – may reduce forbearance since they have
required action levels
Formulaic standards such as IRIS tests & RBC – may reduce capture since they have
required action levels

EXAMINER’S REPORT
Candidates were expected to demonstrated knowledge of how the US system of regulation works
including its strengths and weaknesses
Part a
Candidates were expected to be able to list four distinct factors that might be used to assess the
effectiveness of an insurance regulatory framework.
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Common errors include:
• Stating “protect policyholders” as the top priority of insurance regulation but not
describing a factor for assessing effectiveness
• Simply stating “act in the public interest” without explaining further and describing a
factor for assessing effectiveness
• Listing multiple factors that describe the same general concept. For example a candidate
might list “a competitive insurance market”, “insurance availability and affordability”,
and “financial strength and stability of insurers”. Each of these is an acceptable answer,
but they all describe a healthy insurance market.
• Listing features that might exist within a strong regulatory framework but are not used to
assess effectiveness, such as checks and balances, standardized procedures, and data
quality.
Part b
Candidates were expected to describe/define the three reasons for regulatory failure.
A common mistake included writing something for fallibility that did not convey simple human
error. For example: “regulators fail in their assessment of financial indications” or “did not detect
an insolvency”.
Part c
Candidates were expected to provide three strengths of the US regulatory system with a brief
description explaining how the strength might mitigate one of the causes of failure from part b.
Common errors include:
• Stating “most insurance commissioners are elected” as a strength. The vast majority of
states appoint their commissioners.
• Answers relating to guaranty system. Guaranty funds are in place to benefit
policyholders after a company fails and the question asked for strengths that could help
to prevent failures.
• Listing a strength, but failing to describe it and/or linking it to part b.
• Listing “duplication”, “peer review” and “peer pressure” as three separate strengths.

FALL 2019 EXAM 6U, QUESTION 4
TOTAL POINT VALUE: 2
SAMPLE ANSWERS
Part a: 0.5 point

LEARNING OBJECTIVE: A2

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
Sample responses (any two):
• Perform certain actions to reduce its liabilities, such as purchasing reinsurance or
restricting available limits that can be sold.
• Restrict new-business or runoff existing business. May require an insurer to improve their
position before taking on new risks.
• Reduce its general and commission expenses
• Increase its capital and surplus
• May require insurer to not give out dividends to policyholders/stockholders
• Require insurer to invest in less risky assets (e.g. prohibit certain investment practices)
• File reports concerning the value of its assets
• Document the adequacy of its premium rates
Part b: 0.5 point
Administrative Supervision occurs when the insurer must seek approval before making certain
business decisions. (i.e. the regulator will “oversee” insurance company operations).
Sample responses for reasons regulators may be reluctant to do administrative supervision:
• Regulator may believe the insurance company will recover on its own, so it would not act
• Regulators may be reluctant because when policyholders find out about this (or brokers)
they may be less willing to place business with them, therefore making the situation worse.
• The consequences of regulator intervention may otherwise prompt policyholders to leave
and give insurer and the regulator a bad reputation
• May not want to interfere with a politically connected insurance company
• Regulators may be reluctant because this is time-consuming and require a lot of effort and
personnel
• Reluctance comes in because this could lead to the loss of jobs and could hurt the local
economy (Forbearance)
• Regulators may believe an insurer has been unlucky and hit with a one-time setback that it
can resolve on its own.
• Regulatory forbearance may cause regulator to be too lenient
Part c: 1 point
Receivership is a type of bankruptcy where Commissioner becomes/assigns a receiver to take
control of the insurance companies assets and liabilities. It can have two outcomes: rehabilitation
or liquidation.
Rehabilitation is an attempt to save the company. Commissioner will try to reduce liabilities,
increase assets. They usually look for an outside investor to inject capital.
Liquidation occurs when assets are insufficient to pay liabilities and the insurer ceases to exist.
Assets are liquidated and paid out to stakeholders based upon an appropriate prioritization.

EXAMINER’S REPORT
The candidates were expected to know various examples of mandatory corrective action, be able
to describe administrative supervision, and know why regulators may be reluctant to do this.

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
Also, they needed to describe receivership and its two possible outcomes (rehabilitation and
liquidation), and then define both.
Part a
Candidates were expected to list two examples of mandatory corrective action.
Common errors include:
• Stating “increase rates”, or any variation of that, since that is not something for which
insurer and its’ domiciliary regulator have complete control.
• Giving rehabilitation or liquidation as examples of mandatory corrective action.
• Giving two examples of limiting new or renewal business, which was duplicative.
• Giving examples of incorrect actions, such as replacing management, requiring rate
increases, or removing the license to do business.
Part b
Candidates were expected to describe administrative supervision, and provide a reason why
regulators may be reluctant to pursue this course of action.
Common errors include:
• Describing receivership instead of administrative supervision.
• Stating that administrative supervision comes only after corrective action failed, with no
description of what it is, and describing it by using the word “supervising” without
context explaining the actions.
• Use of vague descriptions, such as the regulator is “stepping in”, “monitoring”,
“watching”, or “participating” in the company operations (i.e. no clear notion that they
are acting in an approval capacity).
Part c
Candidates were expected to describe receivership, and note that its two possible outcomes are
rehabilitation or liquidation, defining each of them.
Common errors include:
• Failing to include outcomes
• Defining liquidation by saying assets were liquidated, with no further context.

FALL 2019 EXAM 6U, QUESTION 5
TOTAL POINT VALUE: 2.5
SAMPLE ANSWERS
Part a: 0.5 point

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: A3, C2

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
Sample responses:
• The agent may not want to incorrectly downgrade the insurer for fear of losing credibility.
• Rating agencies don’t want to be too quick to act as an erroneous downgrade may anger
their clients.
• Insurer whose financial strength has declined may have just had one year of adverse
impact due to catastrophes (for example, wildfires in CA). Rating agency could give
leeway for company to recover, as a downgrade of rating may harm the insurer’s business
prospects and worsen its financial strength.
• It does not want to overreact, which could cause it to lose customers if it downgrades
ratings too easily. Rating agencies want to appear stable with giving ratings.
Part b: 0.75 point
Sample responses (any three):
• Agents will use insurer’s ratings to place business.
• Insurers will consider reinsurer’s ratings when seeking reinsurance.
• Banks require homeowner insurance from highly rated insurers to issue mortgages.
• Used by investors to determine if they would like to invest in a company or not.
• Surety/bond insurance may be required to be written with an A rated company.
• Regulators may use them as an indicator that an insurer may be in trouble.
• Consumers selecting an insured.
• Actuaries use it to evaluate reinsurance collectability when opining on loss reserves.
• Reinsurers obtain higher ratings to lower collateral needed.
• Reinsurers can charge more because of the lower credit risk associated with a high
rating.
• Structured settlements may require A rated provider.
Part c: 0.75 point
Sample responses (any three):
• RBC doesn’t take into account Catastrophe Risk.
• RBC doesn’t take into account Operational Risk.
• RBC is a quantitative/formulaic measure, where rating agency capital requirements are
based on both qualitative and quantitative.
• Rating agency capital requirements are very tailored to the individual insurer being
evaluated.
• RBC can trigger regulatory intervention whereas financial rating can’t.
• RBC used to monitor solvency for regulators, RAC for company performance for investors.
• Rating agency requirements may include TVAR or EPD to assess risks where RBC does not.
• RBC uses Annual Statement data available to public, rating agency also can use
proprietary insurer info.
• The formula for rating agency capital differs significantly by rating agencies, but the RBC
formula is the same across insurers.
• RBC is consistent across states and lines of business. Rating agency capital requirements
may vary by rating agency, line of business etc.
• RBC does not consider reserve adequacy.

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
•
•
•

RBC does not consider difference in insurer’s management, but rating agency does.
Rating agencies meet with management.
RBC is on SAP basis, but RAC are on GAAP.

Part d: 0.5 point
Sample responses:
• Goes from Authorized control level to Mandatory control. Now regulator must
rehabilitate or liquidate the insurer.
• Falls from authorized control level to mandatory control level. The regulators are
obligated to take control of the insurer and attempt to increase its capital.
• The regulator will need to take mandatory corrective action with the insurer before the
ratio gets any lower. The insurer will not be able to write new business and the regulator
may take control of their investments as well.
• The company goes into receivership. The regulator finds a receiver to then take the next
steps for either rehabilitation or liquidation.
EXAMINER’S REPORT
Candidates were expected to understand financial strength ratings from rating agencies, the
difference between RBC requirements and rating agency capital requirements, and the impact
from a change in the RBC ratio.
Part a
Candidates were expected to demonstrate that the downgrade in rating could be perceived as
faulty or temporary and that there would be a negative consequence on the rating agency or
insurer as a result of the downgrade.
Common errors include:
• Briefly describing that the downgrade could be perceived as faulty or temporary without
describing the negative consequence that would have.
• Briefly describing that downgrading could have a negative consequence without
demonstrating why that would be the case.
Part b
Candidates were expected to understand three different uses for financial strength ratings.
Common errors include:
• Not providing three uses
• Providing an answer that was too similar to another answer such as:
o The consumer uses ratings to select financially strong insurers.
o The insurers use good ratings to attract more customers.
Part c
Candidates were expected to identify three differences between RBC requirements and rating
agency capital requirements.
Common errors include:

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
•
•
•
•

Listing examples that were common to both requirements.
Not providing three differences
Providing an example too similar to another answer such as:
o RBC does not consider business strategy or internal governance controls
o RBC does not include any management input
Stating something was unique for RBC that should have been for the rating agency
requirements or vice versa.

Part d
Candidates were expected to understand that the RBC action level had changed from Authorized
Control Level to Mandatory Control Level and that regulators were now required to take
corrective action, such as rehabilitate or liquidate the insurer. References to the insurer being
placed into a receivership were accepted.
Common errors include:
• Not understanding that the RBC Action Level had changed.
• Not mentioning that regulatory action was required.
• Not mentioning what type of regulatory corrective action was taken.

FALL 2019 EXAM 6U, QUESTION 6
TOTAL POINT VALUE: 2
LEARNING OBJECTIVES: A4
SAMPLE ANSWERS
Part a: 1 point
Sample 1
• Circumstances: Paul wanted to sell insurance in VA on behalf of an insurer domiciled in
NY, but his application was denied. He sold insurance anyway and was arrested.
Decision: The court ruled in favor of VA and said that insurance did not constitute
interstate commerce.
Impact: Insurance was regulated at the state level.
Sample 2
• Paul was selling insurance in VA from a NY insurer without proper license. Supreme Court
upheld his arrest, insurance was deemed not interstate commerce, and insurance was left
to state regulators.
Sample 3
• Paul wanted to sell insurance policies in his home state of VA for NY insurers, who had
not deposited necessary foreign insurer bonds. He sold policies anyways, got arrested,
and appealed to Supreme Court. Result was Paul not allowed to sell policies because
insurance is a local product that states could regulate. Therefore, regulation of insurance
left up to states.
Part b: 0.5 point
Sample Responses for SEUA:

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
•
•
•
•
•

After SEUA decision the Sherman Antitrust Act applied to insurers.
After SEUA decision, Sherman Act was applicable to insurance. It prohibits collusion in setting
rates to get monopoly power.
The decision led to the Sherman Antitrust Act being applied in its entirety. It prevented acts
of collusion or forming a monopoly and it prevented boycott, coercion, or intimidation.
Sherman Antitrust Act continues to apply to coercion, collusion, intimidation, and boycott on
insurance.
Sherman Act applies to insurance since insurance is regulated at the federal level.

Sample Responses for McCarran-Ferguson Act
• McCarran-Ferguson upheld Sherman Act as applying to insurance for boycott, coercion,
intimidation.
• Determined that Sherman still applies to insurance but states now regulate as it is in the
public’s best interest.
• It did not change the application of the Sherman Act to insurance in regards to boycott,
coercion, or intimidation but still allow insurers to set rate in concert as long as this did not
hinder competition.
Part c: 0.5 point
Any of the following two responses:
• If states aren't regulating insurance
• Federal laws specifically pertaining to insurance
• If state law contradicts federal law
• Tax laws
• OSHA laws
• Regulation of securities/ SEC
• ERISA (Employee Retirement Income Security Act)
• Labor relations
• Civil Rights Act
• Age Discrimination in Employment Act
• Older Workers Benefit Protection Act
• Americans with Disabilities Act
• FBI
• Environmental Protection Act (EPA)
• Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC)
• Dodd-Frank Act/ FIO
• Systematically important financial institutions (SIFI)
EXAMINER’S REPORT
Candidates were expected to understand the outcome and implication of landmark decisions
including Paul v. Virginia, the South-Eastern Underwriters Association decision, and the
McCarran-Ferguson Act, and the situations when federal vs. states regulate insurance activities.
Part a

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
Candidates were expected to understand the Paul v. Virginia case, including the impact of states
regulating insurance.
Common errors include:
• Not mentioning requiring a license or foreign insurer bond to be able to business in
another state
• Missing the impact of state regulation of insurance
Part b
Candidates were expected to understand if or how Sherman Antitrust Act applies under different
situations (state or federal regulation).
Common errors include:
• Not able to explicitly mention if or how Sherman apply correctly
Part c
Candidates were expected to understand when federal regulation applies other than Antitrust
activities.
Common errors include:
• Stating Antitrust Act
• Examples of federal intervention but not regulation of insurance, such as NFIP and TRIA
• Gramm-Leach-Bliley (GLB) because states continue to have primary authority over
insurance

FALL 2019 EXAM 6U, QUESTION 7
TOTAL POINT VALUE: 2.25
LEARNING OBJECTIVES: B2, B3
SAMPLE ANSWERS
Part a: 0.75 point
Any one of the following for Private Insurers:
• Act as primary insurer
• Handles the transactions of premium & claims
• Provide coverage to consumers
• Are the group that is responsible for indemnifying the consumer’s claims
• Servicing carriers
Any one of the following for the Risk Management Association (RMA):
• Will assess how the crop coverage is performing and whether any changes need to be
made
• They help monitor and control risks, working with private insurers
• Offers subsidies to farmers
• Helps farmers prevent losses (farming techniques)
• RMA administers rules to prevent adverse selection

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
•
•

RMA underwrites the crop insurance
RMA oversees the risk mitigation & management to avoid adverse risk selections in the
portfolio

Any one of the following for the Federal Government:
• Act as reinsurer and subsidizes premiums
• The federal government compensates the private insurers for their losses and
administrative costs
• The federal government provides the necessary funds for reinsurance and provides
additional financial assistance in the case of catastrophes
• Provides a backstop to private insurers
• Regulates the crop program
Part b: 0.5 point
Sample responses include:
• In order to get federal disaster relief you must have crop insurance and you also must
purchase prior to planting.
• RMA will aggregate all data available to be able to price accurately. As a result of
accurate rates adverse selection can be reduced.
• RMA decides that if farmers want to insure one field they need to insure all fields that
grow those crops on that one field to avoid adverse selection.
• They have knowledge and tools like the risk heat map to price premium accurately.
• Names specific crops that are covered by insurance. Limit on amount that can be
collected.
• Help to set underwriting guidelines for private insurers that recognize and reduce the risk
of adverse selection.
• By being the sole source of rates, there is no competition from any other participant. So
there is no adverse selection, just one selection for all policyholders.
Part c: 1 point
Sample responses include:
• Providing insurance that insurers don’t want to provide – federal involvement provides
crop insurance that would not be profitable to insurance companies due to the
catastrophic nature of things like poor weather (freezing can kill crops in the whole area).
• In a social welfare program, participants usually don’t pay to participate and it is usually
funded by taxes. This is partially met as premiums are partially subsidized but not
completely (it’s not free to get crop insurance). Premium subsidies help to make it more
affordable for everyone to obtain.
• People receiving the benefits are not necessarily the people paying the premiums – this is
not the case for crop coverage as farmers do have to buy coverage to get benefits,
including disaster relief benefits.
• Benefits are funded by resources of the federal government – crop insurance does meet
this criteria because the program gets appropriations from the federal government as
needed for claims and disaster relief.

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It serves a social purpose as farming is an important segment of the economy and federal
involvement supports farmers staying in industry.
It is no efficient since it isn’t cheaper for the government to insure. They’re just providing
subsidization bringing premiums below the actuarial cost-based rate.
Bring stability to a volatile market for society. Society depends on farmers’ resources but
disasters could leave farmers bankrupt. Crop insurance helps farmers to keep going after
a disaster to continue to provide resources to society.
Protects individuals in circumstances in which they wouldn’t otherwise have protection.
This is meets the criteria because farmers couldn’t find affordable coverage in the private
market.
Provides affordable benefits, so the criteria is met as without government involvement,
prices through private market would be extremely high (assuming it was even offered).
Government intervention meets the criteria as crop insurance is subsidized by the federal
government, and the crop insurance market would be much different without the
subsidy.
Social welfare is supposed to only help the less fortunate or be means-tested. MPCI
policies are available to farmers based on crops grown, not financial status so MPCI does
not meet this criterion.
A social welfare program is not funded solely by actuarially adequate rates. It meets this
criteria because the rates charged are set below actuarially adequate levels, requiring a
subsidy from the federal government’s funds.
A social welfare system is in place to avoid large economic impacts. The federal
involvement in MPCI helps keep prices stable for food (if yield is low, farmers don’t need
to charge super high prices to recoup losses) and keeps food affordable to the general
public.

EXAMINER’S REPORT
Candidates were expected to demonstrate high-level knowledge of Multiple Peril Crop Insurance
(MPCI) and how each entity (Private Insurers, RMA, and FED) works together in a public-private
partnership. Additionally, candidate needed to speak to how the design of the insurance program
related to broader concepts of adverse selection and social welfare systems.
Part a
Candidates were expected to define the separate roles/duties of the three entities involved in
administering crop insurance to farmers – private carriers, the Risk Management Association
(RMA) and the federal government.
The RMA is a division of the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) and, as such, is
considered part of the federal government. Thus, roles/duties listed in the reading as distinct for
each of RMA and the federal government were treated interchangeably. An activity performed by
the RMA was accepted as a correct response for the federal government and vice versa.
Common errors include:
• Stating private insurers are not involved

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stating private insurers offer crop hail insurance which is not offered by the government
and not mentioning specific duties
Stating private insurers are the insurer who bear the insurance risk since risk is shard
RMA: regulates the MPCI market since the federal government regulates the market
RMA: assess crop yields in different parts of the country
Fed: pays for the premiums instead of saying farmers pay premiums and federal
government subsidizes those payments
Fed: provides the RMA with funding through taxes
RMA is “intermediary, go-between” between the private market and the government
RMA assigns risk to private insurers

Part b
Candidates were expected to describe approaches used by the RMA to avoid adverse selection in
the program. Descriptions of approaches used for insurance in general (as opposed to those
specifically mentioned in the reading for crop insurance) were accepted if adequately supported.
Common errors include:
• A farmer must insure all the perils he has when applying for multiple perils crop insurance
• It helps the insured determine which areas have historically lower crop yields, as this is
not an approach for reducing adverse selection
• It helps insurers avoid underpricing high risk insureds and overpricing low risk insureds, as
this is not an approach to reducing adverse selection
• RMA does not offer coverage to farmers who sign up for program shortly after moving to
high risk areas
• RMA encourages insureds to exhibit best practices in terms of limiting its own exposure
to policy, and tiers insured accordingly by hazard level so that insurer is aware of
exposure, as this pertains more to loss mitigation than reduction of adverse selection
• Providing approaches that may enhance, rather than reduce adverse selection
• Stating that coverage is mandatory and all farmers must participate
• Stating that coverage is required prior to a “loss” event (disaster, drought, storm, etc.)
• Stating that all crops must be insured rather than all fields of a crop
• Stating that coverage is required in order to get some federal benefit (rather than
specifying disaster relief)
• Stating that rates or premiums are subsidized
Part c
Candidate were expected to identify 2 characteristics of Social Welfare program and then
support why or why not MPCI met these characteristics.
Common errors include:
• Identifying characteristics and simply stating it ‘meets’ or ‘does not meet’ with no
justification for that answer
• Stating that Social Welfare and/or MPCI is available to everyone
• Stating that Social Welfare and/or MPCI participation is mandatory

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
•

Stating that Social Welfare and/or MPCI never involves profit

FALL 2019 EXAM 6U, QUESTION 8
TOTAL POINT VALUE: 3
SAMPLE ANSWERS
Part a: 1 point
•
•

LEARNING OBJECTIVE: B2

Write-Your-Own: private insurers write and service their own policies but use the NFIP as
a reinsurer. NFIP still sets rates/conditions.
Direct Servicing Agent: the NFIP contracts with third parties who directly sell NFIP
coverage to consumers

Part b: 1 point
Sample responses for part (i)
• If insurers provide more flood coverage, they will share in disaster relief costs (i.e. (home
rebuilding) after a flood, which will reduce federal expenditures. If coverage is more
widely available and more affordable (increased competition), it may also cause federal
expenditures to decrease due to fewer uninsured homes.
• Federal expenditures will increase. Private flood insurance (without a subsidy) will cause
the NFIP to experience adverse selection. Its share of insureds will be higher risk on
average and disaster relief in flood prone areas will be costly.
• Federal expenditures will increase since FEMA won’t be as involved in flood plain
management and making sure disaster relief plans are in place prior to an actual disaster.
Sample responses for part (ii)
• Homeowners who desire flood insurance may have better access to insurance with the
expansion of the private market. The private insurers may be able to provide better
prices for the low risk insureds because some insureds must be paying more than
actuarially sound rates under the NFIP to subsidize others’ rates.
• Homeowners will have more insurance choices in the market. This could mean higher
limits, additional coverages (business interruption, etc.), and more carriers to purchase
from.
• There will be more products and coverages available. Although rates from private
insurers will most likely be higher since they are not subsidized and also need to charge a
profit provision.
Part c: 1 point
Sample Responses (any two):
• NFIP subsidies cause lower rates to be charged for some through NFIP versus what a
private insurer may charge. NFIP doesn’t charge actuarially sound rates because of these
subsidies – this is a disadvantage for private insurers who need to charge adequate rates.
• Continuous coverage – for NFIP subsidies to apply, insured must have continuous flood
coverage through NFIP. If the insured goes to private insurer and then decides to go back
to NFIP, then subsidies would be lost because private insurance would not be considered

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
continuous coverage. Thus, insureds are less likely to move to private insurers if it
jeopardizes NFIP subsidies.
• “At least as broad” – private coverage needs to be “at least as broad” as NFIP coverage
to count towards required flood insurance for certain mortgages, and what qualifies as
“at least as broad” is not well-defined.
• Non-Compete Clause – current participants in the WYO program have non-compete
agreements which ban them from selling their own flood insurance outside of the NFIP
• Lack of flood insurance data – because of privacy concerns for consumers, NFIP data is
not widely shared, so private insurers lack data needed to enter market / set rates.
• Participation rates are a problem as flood insurance is a catastrophic risk, therefore a high
amount of policies are needed to spread risk.
EXAMINER’S REPORT
Candidates were expected to understand how the private insurance industry interacts with FEMA
for day-to-day operations of the NFIP. They were also expected to understand the potential
impact of private insurers writing more flood insurance as well as some barriers to increased
private insurer participation in flood insurance.
Part a
Candidates were expected to correctly identify Direct Servicing Agents (or “DSA”) and WriteYour-Own (or “WYO”) as well as briefly describe each.
Common errors include:
• Incorrectly identifying Direct Service Agents (i.e. “Direct Servicing Insurers”)
• Not including enough information in the brief description (i.e. “DSA services policies”)
• Describing DSAs as private insurers
• Failing to mention that DSAs sell or issue policies.
• Misunderstanding that NFIP policies are sold in the WYO program, not insurer policies or
prices.
Part b
Candidates were expected to fully describe the potential impact of private insurers writing more
flood insurance on each cohort.
Common errors include:
• Identifying a potential impact without explaining why
• Describing an impact that was not relevant to (i) federal expenditures or (ii) home
owners
• Simply stating that federal expenditures would decrease with private insurers taking
more losses without providing a supporting statement to support why (e.g. fewer
number of uninsured homeowners, more people are insured due to better prices &
availability).
• Mentioning changes in rates without providing support (e.g. subsidies, profit provision,
difference in “actuarially sound”).
• Providing incorrect or illogical impacts that did not reference syllabus material

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
Part c
Candidates were expected to fully describe two barriers to increased private insurer
participation in flood insurance.
Common errors included:
• Identifying a possible barrier without explaining why
• Describing something that was not a barrier to increased private insurer participation
• Listing adverse selection as a barrier without discussing participation or imbalanced
concentration of risks
• Stating that the fact that floods are catastrophic, that significant capital is required, or
that insurers could go insolvent; needed to discuss barriers that prevent insurers from
addressing these issues.
• Stating that floods are uninsurable

FALL 2019 EXAM 6U, QUESTION 9
TOTAL POINT VALUE: 2.25
LEARNING OBJECTIVES: B2
SAMPLE ANSWERS
Part a: 0.5 point
Any two of the following responses:
• May provide lower (or state minimum) limits on liability
• May require higher deductibles on comprehensive or collision
• May not provide comprehensive or collision
• May not provide (or provide lower limits) on medical payments
• May not provide some coverages like glass
• “Physical Damage” was an acceptable substitute for “comprehensive or collision”
Part b: 0.5 point
Required an explanation touching on two key points:
• Makes coverage more affordable and/or available to all
• There is a societal benefit of reducing the number of uninsured drivers or decreasing the
likelihood of unreimbursed losses from an accident.
Part c: 1 point
Any four of the following responses:
• Vacant or open to trespass
• Poorly maintained
• Unrepaired fire damage
• Contains unacceptable hazards
• Storage of flammable materials
• Violates a law or public policy
• Not built in accordance with building and safety codes
• Failed inspection or was not inspected

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
•
•

Inured was able to procure coverage in the voluntary market
Insured is in an active hurricane zone

Part d: 0.25 point
Sample 1
A policy that covers on ‘all-risks’ basis to fill gaps in the insured's underlying property coverage.
EXAMINER’S REPORT
Candidates were expected to identify coverage restrictions, describe Automobile Insurance Plans,
identify exposures that are uninsurable, and describe a DIC policy.
Part a
Candidates were expected to describe two coverage limitations and at least one coverage.
Common errors include:
• Provided coverage limitations that were not specific to auto
Part b
Candidates were expected to provide some description of how AIP’s expand coverage and why
this is socially desirable. The responses required an extension to the societal benefit of reducing
uninsured drivers or decreasing the likelihood of unreimbursed losses in an accident.
Common errors include:
• Not explaining the societal benefit of reducing uninsured drivers
Part c
Candidates were expected to provide four types of exposures uninsurable under FAIR plans.
Common errors include:
• Listing answers that are too similar, for example vacant and subject to trespass
• Listing answers that are reasons why the FAIR plan was designed, for example riot-prone
area or areas subject to windstorm
Part d
Candidates were expected to explain that a DIC policy covered perils not insured in
another/primary policy.
Common errors include:
• Stating that a DIC policy provides higher limits

FALL 2019 EXAM 6U, QUESTION 10
TOTAL POINT VALUE: 2.75
SAMPLE ANSWERS

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: B1, B2, B3

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
Part a: 0.75 point
Any three of the following:
• Companies become party to lawsuits involving workplace injuries.
• Might have worse work place safety since they don’t have support from insurers’
knowledge in such areas.
• Employers could choose not to purchase coverage, saving money on premiums.
• Increased operational risk for businesses that choose to not purchase WC or are unable to
find coverage. They face greater risk of catastrophic loss that could cause them to go
bankrupt.
• Companies that offer WC may be viewed in better social light which helps employer in
the market place.
• Could go out of business if lawsuits due to an injury were severe enough.
• WC covered medical costs to ensure employees can return to work. Without this
coverage employers can lose key personal for extended periods of time.
• Employers wouldn’t benefit from insurer’s risk control services and work environments
would be less safe.
• There would no longer be state-run residual markets which means the highest risk
employers may not find coverage.
• WC premiums more expensive/less available without government programs (assuming
government programs are eliminated since WC is not compulsory).
• Rates would increase due to adverse selection. Only those who really need WC would
purchase it, increasing loss ratios and insurers would have to charge more to
compensate.
• More businesses may pop up due to lower barrier of entry.
• WC insurance prices could become more affordable for employers to purchase given that
the demand would change from inelastic to elastic, so insurers have more motivation to
be competitive.
• If it wasn’t compulsory, possible that rates wouldn’t be as regulated and premiums could
go up.
• Injured employees may not be able to afford care, and may work while injured, reducing
their effectiveness.
• They would have reduction in moral hazard without a policy and could lead to safer work
environment.
• Employers may be more likely to form captives/join RRG’s.
• Workers wouldn’t have coverage for on-job accidents, raising personal health rates due
to increased losses in those books.
• Significant Moral Hazard: frequency of claims could be higher as the employer doesn’t
necessarily have claims adjustment/handling expertise. Therefore, no disincentive to
claimants pursuing fraudulent claims.
Part b: 1 point
Any two of the following:
• Federal Employee Compensation Act (FECA) – Provides WC coverage to non-military
federal employees
• Longshore and Harbor Worker’s Compensation Act (of 1927) – Covers longshoremen and
harbor workers on or near navigable water in the U.S.

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
Black Lung Benefits Act (BLBA) – Coal miners who are totally disabled due to black lung
disease
Part c: 1 point
Any two of the following:
• Exclusive State Fund – Exclusive provider of WC insurance for the state. Ensures all
employers can purchase coverage.
• Competitive State Fund – State acts as a competitor to private insurers. Act as insurer of
last resort.
• Residual Market – High risk insured who are denied coverage in the voluntary insurance
market get assigned/apply for coverage to the private insurers participating in the
residual market.
• Assigned Risk Pool – Those who cannot get coverage in the voluntary market may apply
to pool; all WC insurers in the state get share of applicants to pool based on DWP.
• Joint Underwriting Association (JUA) writes coverage for high risk employers. All insurers
share any underwriting loss in proportion to their market share.
•

EXAMINER’S REPORT
• Candidates were expected to understand the reasons for Workers Compensation being
compulsory and the impact it has on employers & know programs/mechanisms put in
place to ensure coverage for workers.
Part a
Candidates were expected to provide three distinct examples of which highlighted ways in which
an employer might be affected by repeal of compulsory WC laws.
A common mistake was to address impacts to insurance companies, regulators, or employees
without mentioning the impact to employers.
Part b
Candidates were expected to recall the names of two federal WC programs, and accurately
describe the workers covered by each program.
Common errors included:
• Describing Longshore and Harbor Works as “off shore”, “at sea”, or “open water” marine
workers.
• Listing Unemployment Insurance, OSHA, Social Security, or Medicare as these are not WC
programs.
• Listing Second Injury Fund as this is a state program.
• Listing TRIA as this is a federal program providing reinsurance and it does not directly
provide WC coverage or define any specific worker category.
Part c
Candidates were expected to either name two mechanisms with a brief description each or
provide two thorough descriptions of mechanisms.

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
Common errors included:
• Stating Public-Private Partnership as this does not describe a mechanism that ensures
availability or affordability to employers.
• Self-Insurance – does not provide insurance coverage.
• State acts as reinsurer to private insurance company.
• States can impose fines and other consequences if proof of insurance is not produced
and provided to the state.
• States can audit companies to ensure WC coverage was purchased and the benefit is
offered.
FALL 2019 EXAM 6U, QUESTION 11
TOTAL POINT VALUE: 2
LEARNING OBJECTIVE: C1
SAMPLE ANSWERS
Part a: 1 point
Sample 1
Underwriting income = earned premium – (incurred loss + incurred LAE + other expense)
Earned premium = 200,000 x (9/12) = 150,000
Underwriting Income = 150,000 – (25,000 + 4,000 + 3,200) = 117,800 = contribution from
Workers Comp
Sample 2
By using monthly pro rata method, the policy is assumed to be effective on middle of April
EP = 200,000 x (17/24) = 141,667
Loss incurred = 25,000
LAE incurred = 4,000
Other expenses incurred = 3,200
Underwriting income = EP – loss incurred – LAE incurred – Other expenses incurred
U/W income = 141,667 – 25,000 – 4,000 – 3,200 = 109,467
Part b: 1 point
Sample 1
Loss reserve = 25,000 – 5,000 = 20,000
LAE reserve = 4,000 – 500 = 3,500
Other reserve = 3,200 – 3,000 = 200
Liabilities = 20,000 + 3,500 + 200 = 23,700
Unearned Premium = 200,000 – 150,000 = 50,000
Total liabilities = 23,700 + 50,000 = 73,700

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
Sample 2
By using monthly pro rata method, the policy is assumed to be effective on middle of April
UEPR = WP – EP = 200,000 – 141,667 = 58,333
Loss reserve = loss incurred – loss paid = 25,000 – 5,000 = 20,000
By using similar formula:
LAE reserve = 4,000 – 500 = 3,500
Other expenses = 3,200 – 3,000 = 200
Total liabilities = 58,333 + 20,000 + 3,500 + 200 = 82,033
EXAMINER’S REPORT
For this question candidates were expected to demonstrate basic understanding of Balance Sheet
and Income Statement concepts.
Part a
Candidates were expected to be able to correctly calculate the underwriting income given the
information provided.
Common errors included:
• Not earning the premium correctly – calculating too few or too many months
• Not subtracting the Other Expenses
• Not realizing the premium needed to be earned
Part b
Candidates were expected to be able to correctly calculate the year-end total liabilities given the
information provided.
Common errors included:
• Not including the Unearned Premium Reserves
• Using Incurred Liabilities and not Change in Liabilities
• Not including Other Expenses
FALL 2019 EXAM 6U, QUESTION 12
TOTAL POINT VALUE: 2.75
LEARNING OBJECTIVE: C1
SAMPLE ANSWERS
Part a: 2.25 points
Sample 1
Total Assets = Total Liabilities + Surplus + Non-admitted Assets
Surplus = Prior year surplus + Net Income + Direct charges to Surplus
= 4000 -120 – (290 – 230) – (30 – 20) – 5 + (135 – 132) + (60 – 50)
= 3817
Total Assets = 2000 + 3817 + 290 = 6107

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
Sample 2
CY Surplus = PY Surplus (4000) + Net Income (-120) + ∆ in unrealized capital gains (60-50) +∆ in
surplus notes (135-133) + Dividends to stockholders (-5) + ∆ in provision for
reinsurance (20-30) + ∆ in non-admitted assets (230-290)
= 3817
Surplus = Admitted Assets – Liabilities
3817 = Admitted Assets – 2000
Admitted Assets = 5817
Total Assets = Admitted Assets + Non-Admitted Assets
= 5817 + 290 = 6107
Part b: 0.5 point
Sample 1
Furniture – cannot be easily sold to pay policyholder claims in event of liquidation (i.e. illiquid
asset – not easily converted to cash)
Sample 2
Agent’s balances more than 90 days overdue – non admitted because it is more likely that these
will not be recovered, and since SAP is concerned with solvency these would not be readily
available in liquidation.
Sample 3
Electronic Equipment – this asset is not very liquid and would not be available to pay claims.
Sample 4
Deferred tax assets – not an asset that can generally be used to pay claims and may not ever be
convertible to cash
Sample 5
10% of deductible recoverable over collateral – risk that policy will not pay their share
Sample 6
Real Estate – full amount will not be realized/not readily available to pay claims
EXAMINER’S REPORT
Candidates were expected to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the Annual
Statement, including Income Statement and Balance Sheet, and statutory accounting principles.
Part a
Candidates were expected to demonstrate an understanding of the relationship between assets,
liabilities, surplus and net income in the Annual Statement.
Common errors include:

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
•
•
•
•
•

Mistakenly calculating Admitted Assets as Surplus minus Liabilities rather than Surplus
plus Liabilities.
Failing to recognize that Liabilities plus Surplus equals Admitted Assets, not Total Assets,
and consequently failing to add non-admitted assets to Liabilities plus Surplus to get Total
Assets.
Failing to recognize that in the derivation of direct charges to surplus, the changes in nonadmitted assets and provision for reinsurance should be prior less current, not current
minus prior.
Inclusion of extraneous items (such as policyholder dividends, finance/service fees or
investment income) in the calculation of Total Assets.
Treating the information as being GAAP and/or adjusting for taxes

The question asked for Total Assets; exam instructions dictate that unless specifically stated
otherwise, all responses should be answered according to US statutory accounting principles and
policies.
Part b
Candidates were expected to identify a specific example of a non-admitted asset and explain
why it was treated as non-admitted for statutory reporting purposes.
Common errors include:
• Providing illiquidity as the reason for the asset being non-admitted when in fact it is
because of concerns with collectability.
• Answers too vague, i.e. “the asset not being available in the event of insolvency” rather
than giving collectability or illiquidity as the specific reason for it being treated as nonadmitted.

FALL 2019 EXAM 6U, QUESTION 13
TOTAL POINT VALUE: 2.5
LEARNING OBJECTIVE: C1
SAMPLE ANSWERS
Part a: 1.5 points
Sample Responses for subpart i.
• This may be a concern as insurance is growing a lot, they may not have understanding of
exposure risk and without reinsurance protection underwriting gain (loss) may be lower,
due to more losses.
• This would decrease the net underwriting gain (loss), lower profit/higher loss, as this
likely means they have lower underwriting standards.
• As insurer writes more business, depending on quality of new business it can be a gain or
loss.
Sample Responses for subpart ii.
• With more growth and not ceding any premium away, the insurer can invest more which
will likely increase the net investment gain if the investment performance is not negative.

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
•

Could invest in riskier assets to try and make more investment income. This could be very
volatile and could either yield large profits or large losses.

Sample Responses for subpart iii.
• This will be the total underwriting gain plus investment gain and if the investment gain
helps offset any losses, net income can be positive.
• Net Income will increase as underwriting profit and investment gain increase. If prior
assumptions about new business remaining similarly profitable do not hold, net income
may decrease as new growth leads to higher underwriting losses.
Part b: 1 point
Sample Responses for subpart i.
• Net underwriting gain (loss) may increase since they are ceding riskier business.
• This will stabilize underwriting gain/losses. This could limit the downside through XOL
covers (i.e. loss cat exposed).
• Net underwriting gain (loss) may not change if the insurer buys reinsurance to maintain
original net risk retention and cede additional acceptance to reinsurers.
• Usually, the underwriting gain will be slightly worse as the reinsurance premiums will
necessarily (due to profit load, expenses, etc.) be higher than exposure the company
cedes.
• Assuming the reinsurance company is able to add insight into the rapidly growing lines of
business the company should see an increase in net underwriting gain.
Sample Responses for subpart ii.
• Since they are ceding out premium, there will be less premium to invest so dollar wise
investment income may reduce.
• Net investment gain (loss) may not change if additional premium is spent for reinsurance
cost, money available for investment remains unchanged.
EXAMINER’S REPORT
Question requires knowledge of income statement components with and without reinsurance,
and application of knowledge to a specific business situation.
Part a
Candidates were expected to discuss how the income statement components would be impacted
by a specific business situation in the absence of reinsurance.
Common errors include:
• Not providing an explanation.
• Stating that underwriting gain would decrease in the case of large/catastrophe losses
without discussing the growth context.
• Stating that there would be no impact on investment gain.
• Stating the company will have higher expenses without making a connection to lower
investment gain

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
•
•

Not identifying that net income = net underwriting gain plus net investment gain.
Underwriting gain will increase because premium will be earned immediately but losses
won’t materialize until later without an explanation why.

Part b
Candidates were expected to discuss how the income statement components would be
impacted by reinsurance, given a specific business situation.
Common errors included:
• Stating that reinsurance would result in only ceded premium or only ceded losses.
• Stating that there would be no impact on investment gain.
• Stating that ceding commission would increase the amount of investable assets without
further explanation (ceding commission offset the loss of assets from paying for
reinsurance but doesn’t produce a net increase in assets).
• Providing no explanation for the provided direction (gain/loss).
FALL 2019 EXAM 6U, QUESTION 14
TOTAL POINT VALUE: 2.5
SAMPLE ANSWERS
Part a: 1.25 points
Calculate claim closure rate
2014: (175 – 25) / 175 = 85.7%
2015: (180 – 29) / 180 = 83.9%
2016: (212 – 35) / 212 = 83.5%
2017: (245 – 44) / 245 = 82.0%

LEARNING OBJECTIVE: C1

Or using closed with pay
2014: 135 / 175 = 77.1%
2015: 139 / 180 = 77.2%
2016: 159 / 212 = 75.0%
2017: 181 / 245 = 73.9%
Identify trend
The closure rate is decreasing
Any two of the following explanations for the trend:
• Reduction in staffing levels
• Growth in book without a commensurate increase in staff
• Influx of claims resulting from the occurrence of a catastrophe
• Increasing claim reported count or frequency
• Change in focus to settling large or complex claims
• Change in claims methodology or process that slowed closure
Part b: 0.5 point

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
Sample 1
(Part 2 – Part 3 – Part 4) / Part 5.2
Sample 2
(Incurred – Paid – Bulk/IBNR) / Outstanding claim count
Part c: 0.25 point
Any of the following responses:
• Identify trends in the cost of insurance claims which could impact reserve levels or
projected ultimates
• Changes in case reserve levels may be sign that the company has strengthened or
weakened its case reserves
• Identifying change in claims handling practices or reserving methodologies
Part d: 0.5 point
Any two of the following responses:
• Some companies record claims on a per-claim basis vs a per-claimant basis
• Management may have explanations for changes that aren't obvious from the data
• Rate change information isn't given and so changes in pricing can distort frequency ratios
• Changes or differences in mix of business, policy limits, reinsurance attachment points
can affect trends in claims
• Part 5 doesn’t take into account reinsurance. If claims are 100% ceded the comparison
between companies can be distorted, especially if leveraging other parts of Sched P in
conjunction with Part 5
• Different claims procedures across companies can distort, particularly because claims are
undeveloped
• There is some judgment in the data preparation of Schedule P
• Different treatment of reopened claims
• Only includes 10 years so might not be appropriate for very long tailed lines
• Definition of closed claim can vary
• Commutations can distort the triangle
EXAMINER’S REPORT
Candidates were expected to understand the triangles of Schedule P to create various metrics,
identify trends within those metrics, provide explanations for those trends and reasons for
caution in their analysis.
Part a
Candidates were expected to calculate the claim closure rate, either using closed with pay or
total closed as the numerator and reported claims as the denominator as of 12 months. They
were expected to identify the trend in the closure rate and give explanations for it.
Common errors include:
• Identification of a trend that was inconsistent with the calculated closure rates
• Misinterpreting the closure rate trend

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
•

Not explicitly stating the trend

Part b
Candidates were expected to calculate the average case reserve outstanding from Schedule P. To
receive full credit they must identify the components of the numerator and denominator either
by number or description.
Common errors include:
• Excluding Part 4 (Bulk / IBNR)
• Not specifying the correct Part 5 triangle
Part c
Candidates were expected to provide and substantiate a reason why the triangle of case
outstanding may be important.
Common errors include:
• Stating a trend that was inconsistent with the description of the trend’s impact on
ultimate
Part d
Candidates were expected to provide 2 valid reasons why data from Schedule Part 5 should be
used with caution.
Common errors include:
• Generalizing the answer to all parts of Schedule P and not specifically focusing on Part 5
• Stating that the triangles are net of reinsurance and only providing 1 reason

FALL 2019 EXAM 6U, QUESTION 15
TOTAL POINT VALUE: 3.75
SAMPLE ANSWERS
Part a: 2.25 points

LEARNING OBJECTIVE: C1

Sample 1
90+𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

Slow-paying test:

�����
200+25

�������������
200+25+80+300

+

75+50
�����

𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 90

Total recoverable =

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐+𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

��
���
��
800
+ 750

= .308 > .2  slow paying

𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

+ �����������������������
2,000 + 200 + 25 + 80 + 30 + 40 = 4,195

Total unsecured recoverable = 4,195 − 100 = 4,095

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
Paid recoverable 90+ (including dispute) = 2,000 + 200 + 25 = 2,225
Provision for reinsurance = max�. 2(4,095), .2(2,225)� = 819𝑘𝑘
Sample 2
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 =

𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 > 90 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂
� 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 + 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 90 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

Paid recoverable > 90 days OD = 200,000 + 25,000 = 225,000
All paid recoverable = 200,000 + 25,000 + 80,000 + 300,000 = 605,000
Amt paid last 90 days = 75,000 + 50,000 = 125,000
Slow paying ratio = 225000 / (605000 + 125000) = .308
.308 > .2, so slow paying reinsurer

Provision for reinsurance = .2 * max(unsecured recoverables, recoverables over 90 days overdue)
Unsecured recoverables = 605,000 (from above) + 2,000,000 + 40,000
+ 800,000 + 750,000
– 100,000
= 4,095,000
Recoverable over 90 days overdue = 225,000 (from above) + 2,000,000
= 2,225,000
Provision for reinsurance = .2(max(4,095,000, 2,225,000)
= $819,000
Part b: 0.5 point
Sample 1
Collateral held in trust with reinsurer does not qualify as collateral for reinsurance provision
calculation because it’s not held by the insurer.
RP = 20% ∗ max(4,195 − 0, 2,225) = 839 = 839,000
Sample 2
Remove it as collateral as it’s held by the reinsurer
20% * max(2225, 4095+100) = 839

Part c: 1 point
One of the following responses for an asset item:
• Reinsurance recoverable on paid loss & LAE
• Amount recoverable from reinsurers
The following three responses for a liability item:
• Reinsurance payable on paid loss
• Funds held by the company under its reinsurance agreements
• Provision for reinsurance

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT

EXAMINER’S REPORT
The candidate was expected to demonstrate knowledge of Reinsurance Accounting and Schedule
F by calculating the provision for reinsurance under two collateral scenarios and providing the
balance sheet asset and liabilities that are taken directly from Schedule F.
Part a
Candidates were expected to interpret the reinsurance recoverables provided and correctly
categorize them for use in formulas required to calculate the provision for reinsurance. Candidates
were expected to check whether the reinsurer is slow-paying and use that conclusion to apply the
correct formula and calculate the provision for reinsurance.
Common errors included:
• Including an additional $800,000 in the total amount recoverable from reinsurers
(excluding dispute) in the slow-pay formula. It is unclear whether this $800,000 came from
the recoverables on known case loss & LAE reserves or from the claim with accident date
November 29, 2018; the source may have varied by candidate. This resulted in the
candidate calculating a ratio less than 0.2, thus identifying the reinsurer as non-slowpaying.
•

Miscalculation of the total recoverables including dispute. Candidates commonly
presented the total recoverables as being only the sum of the recoverables on known case
and IBNR loss and LAE reserves without including the paid recoverables. Alternatively,
many candidates did the opposite and used only the paid recoverables as total
recoverables and neglected to include the case and IBNR recoverables.

Part b
Candidates were expected to know that collateral held in trust is not counted as offsetting security
in the provision for reinsurance calculation, as these amounts are under the control of the
reinsurer.
A common mistake was stating that all collateral is treated the same and there is no impact to the
provision from the change in collateral type.
Part c
Candidates were expected to identify one asset and three liability items on an insurance
company’s balance sheet that come directly from Schedule F.
Common errors included:
• Confusing which party makes or receives a transaction. Examples of incorrect responses
include:
o amounts recoverable by reinsurer
o ceded amount payable to reinsurer
o incorrectly identifying the reinsurer as the holder of the collateral instead of the
reinsured

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
•
•
•

Vague responses, such as not identifying the purpose and/or holder of the collateral (e.g.,
saying “total collateral”)
Noting that the transaction related to premiums rather than loss and LAE
Mixing up the concepts of recoverable and payable

FALL 2019 EXAM 6U, QUESTION 16
TOTAL POINT VALUE: 2
LEARNING OBJECTIVES: C1, D1
SAMPLE ANSWERS
Part a: 1 point
Sample 1
For Structured Settlements, contingent liability is 1,300/35,000=3.7% of Surplus which is high
considering disclosure is 1% for each life insurer the annuity is from. This is a significant amount
of credit risk.
For High Deductible, the total case reserve under the deductible is 15.8% of total reserves and
43% of policyholder surplus. This is a significant portion of reserves and poses a high credit risk
to the Company.
Overall the Company is exposed to a significant amount of credit risk from high deductible
policies and structured settlements.
Sample 2
Subject to credit risk from the life insurer, as Company is the owner of the annuity, and no
release of the liability is signed. The outstanding payment is $1.3 million from the life insurer. This
is 3.7% of Policyholder Surplus, is material and requires disclosure on name of life insurer and
outstanding payment if the annuity is purchased from only 1 life insurer.
Reserves under the deductible is $15 million, which is 42.9% of PHS and 15.8% of total unpaid
loss and LAE reserves. This is material and the Company may not be potentially able to receive
this amount, so substantial credit risk exists.
Sample 3
% Structured Settlement=1.3/35= 3.7%
% High Deductible=15/35=42%
There is credit risk from the Structured Settlement since the insurer did not get a signoff release.
A 3.7% of surplus could be considered high if it comes from a single company/insured. There is a
significant risk from the high deductible policy since it represents 42% of the PHS.
Part b: 1 point
Sample 1
In the notes to the Financial Statements, uncollectibility is a retrospective look at what is written
off. In the SAO, it is made after conversations with management and looking at reinsurance
companies and structures.
Sample 2

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
In the notes to the Financial Statements, the retrospective look of uncollectible amounts is
shown. In the SAO, it is considering prospective risks posed by future uncollectible reinsurance.
This may consider past experiences but also considers reinsurer’s financial health.
Sample 3
The notes to the Financial Statements discuss reinsurance that has been deemed uncollectible in
the past year; thus it has a retrospective view of collectability of reinsurance. On the other hand,
the SAO must discuss the uncollectibility of reinsurance prospectively in order to determine if
reserves are adequate including the risk of any collectability concerns of reinsurance.
EXAMINER’S REPORT
Candidates were expected to be able to identify where the credit risk was generated from the
Structured Settlements and the High Deductible policies. Also, they were expected to determine
the difference in how uncollectible reinsurance is addressed in the Notes to the Financial
Statements and the Statement of Actuarial Opinion.
Part a
Candidates were expected to state that there was credit risk for the structured settlements. The
candidate had to note the structured settlements credit risk was material by either the 1%
standard or noting that it would depend on whether 1 or many life insurers issued the annuities.
The candidate had to state that there was credit risk from the high deductible policies. The
candidate had to mention that the risk was high or show a calculation of the deductible to surplus
or unpaid loss and LAE.
Common errors include:
• Performing an RBC calculation to determine credit risk
• Accounting for structured settlements as paid loss
• Determining that since the company was holding case reserves for the high deductibles
there was no credit risk
• Addressing credit risk with IRIS ratios
• Combining the structured settlement and high deductible amounts to determine credit
risk
Part b
Candidates were expected to know that the Notes to the Financial Statements display amounts
written off during the year and that it shows the history of uncollectible reinsurance. Candidates
were expected to know that the SAO is concerned with the future collectability of reinsurance
and its impact on the reserves.
Common errors include:
• Discussing the Note to unsecured reinsurance instead of uncollectible reinsurance
• Stating that uncollectible reinsurance was discussed in the Scope section or Opinion
Section

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
FALL 2019 EXAM 6U, QUESTION 17
TOTAL POINT VALUE: 2.5
LEARNING OBJECTIVE: C2
SAMPLE ANSWERS
Part a: 1.5 points
[1] Reinsurance Ceded Commission =
Reinsurance commission ceded excluding contingent + Contingent commission ceded = 21,769 +
180 = 21,949
[2] Reinsurance Premium Ceded = Ceded WP to Affiliates + Ceded WP to Non- Affiliates = 1,073 +
129,839 = 130,912
[3] Ceding Commission Ratio = [1] = 17%
[2]
[4] UEPR Non-Affiliates (given in problem) = 66,006
[5] Surplus Aid = [3] * [4] = 11,067
[6] PH Surplus (given in problem) = 62,787
IRIS Ratio 4 =

Surplus Aid = [5] = 18%
PH Surplus
[6]

Outside usual range of values - usual range is below 15%
Part b: 1 point
[1] Adjusted Liabilities = Total Liabilities – Deferred and not yet due = 742,934 – 22,596 =
720,338
[2] Liquid Assets = Liquid Assets – Investment in Parent, Sub, & Affiliates = 688,592 + 15,539 +
56,376 + 4,089 + 984 + 1,839 – 22,657 = 744,762
IRIS Ratio 9 = [1] = 97%
[2]
Usual range for the ratio includes results below 100%. Therefore, this result is in the usual
range.
EXAMINER’S REPORT
Candidates were expected to have an understanding of IRIS ratios, including what information to
utilize from an annual statement to calculate them. Candidates were also expected to comment
on the reasonableness of IRIS ratios for a given insurer.
Part a

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
Candidates were expected to identify the correct premium and commission elements from the
annual statement to calculate the Ceded Commission Ratio and, as a result, Surplus Aid.
Candidates then needed to calculate IRIS Ratio 4 and comment on its reasonableness.
Common errors included:
• Failure to include both Reinsurance Ceded Commission elements when calculating Ceding
Commission Ratio
• Failure to include both Reinsurance Premium Ceded elements when calculating Ceding
Commission Ratio
• Including Ceded UEPR – Affiliates in the calculation of Surplus Aid
• Incorrect usual range used in determining reasonableness of IRIS Ratio 4 calculated
Part b
Candidates were expected to identify the correct asset and liability elements from the annual
statement to calculate Adjusted Liabilities and Liquid Assets. Candidates then needed to calculate
IRIS Ratio 9 and comment on its reasonableness.
Common errors include:
• Failure to subtract Deferred Assets from Total Liabilities when calculating Adjusted
Liabilities
• Subtracting uncollected premium (15.1) from Total Liabilities
• Failure to subtract Investment in Parent, Sub, & Affiliates when calculating Liquid Assets
• Failure to include all the needed line items when calculating Liquid Assets
• Incorrect usual range used in determining reasonableness of the calculated IRIS Ratio 9

FALL 2019 EXAM 6U, QUESTION 18
TOTAL POINT VALUE: 2.75
LEARNING OBJECTIVE: C2
SAMPLE ANSWERS
Part a: 0.25 point
Sample 1
The company’s RBC Ratio is between 200% and 300% and its combined ratio is greater than 120%
Sample 2
The combined ratio of 125% is greater than 120%
Part b: 2 points
Sample 1
285% = 18m / ACL  ACL = 6,315,789
RBC = ACL x 2 = 12,631,578
12,631,578 = 0 + (300,000^2 + R2^2 + 500,000^2 + 10,000,000^2 + 1,000,000^2)^.5
7,629,992 = Current R2
300% = 18m / ACL  ACL = 6m  RBC = 12m

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
12,000^2 = 300^2 + R2^2 + 500^2 + 10,000^2 + 1,000^2
6,531,462 = R2 needed
R2 decrease needed = 7,629,992 – 6,531,462 = 1,098,530
Insurer needs to convert 1,098,530/.3 = 3,661,767
Sample 2
2.85 = 18 / ACL so ACL = 6.32M and RBC = 6.32 * 2 = 12.63M
12.63 = sqrt(.3^2 + R2^2 + 0.5^2 + 10^2 + 1^2)
So current R2 = 7.63M
7.63 = .3 * 10 + y
y = 4.63m = component of R2 not from Class 6 unaffiliated stocks
Government bonds get RBC factor of 0 so R1 will stay the same and R2 will decrease
3 = 18 / ACL* so ACL* = 6m and RBC* = 6x2 = 12M
12 = sqrt(.3^2 + R2*^2 + 0.5^2 + 10^2 + 1^2)
So new R2* = 6.53m
6.53 = 4.63 + .3x
x = 6.33m = amount of Class 6 stocks to retain
10 – 6.33 = 3.67
Convert 3.67m of unaffiliated stock to government bonds to achieve RBC ratio of 300%
Sample 3
Current RBC = (18/2.85)/.5 = 12.631
Target RBC = (18/3)/.5 = 12
Assume government bonds are not backed by the US government and will therefore have an RBC
charge of 0.003.
12.63 = sqrt(.3^2 + R2^2 + 0.5^2 + 10^2 + 1^2)
So current R2 = 7.63M
Let x = amount of Class 6 stocks to convert
Target R1 = 0.3 + 0.0003x
Target R2 = 7.63 – 0.3x
12^2 = (.3 + 0.003x)2 + (7.63 - .3x)2 + 0.52 + 102 + 12
42.75 = .090009x2 – 4.5762x + 58.3069
.090009x2 – 4.5762x + 15.5569 = 0
Solve for x using quadratic formula:
x = 3.663506

−𝑏𝑏 ±√𝑏𝑏2 −4𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
2𝑎𝑎

Convert $3,663,506 of Class 6 stocks into government bonds

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
Part c: 0.5 point
Sample Responses for usual range of IRIS ratio 5 (any one of the following):
•
•

The usual range for IRIS ratio 5 is up to 100%
The unusual range for IRIS ratio 5 is greater than 100%

Sample responses for the reason why IRIS ratio 5 might be outside the usual range for the insurer
(any one of the following):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It may be outside the range because the current year’s combined ratio is 125%. The prior
year would have had to have been very profitable to get IRIS ratio 5 into the usual range
The insurer may have suffered a catastrophe loss
Investment in risky stocks could lead to very volatile returns
High expenses due to inefficient operations may cause a high IRIS 5
High loss ratio
The insurer may be trying to grow rapidly which could lead to high loss and expense
ratios
High R4 RBC component, implying possible adverse development of reserves which
would result in a high loss ratio
High commission expenses to agents leading to high expense ratio

EXAMINER’S REPORT
Candidates were expected to be familiar with the trend test. In addition, candidates were
expected to understand the relationship between Authorized Control Level capital and Risk Based
Capital. They were further expected to understand Risk Based Capital and its underlying formula.
Finally, candidates were expected to be familiar with IRIS ratio 5 (Two-Year Overall Operating
Ratio) and the components of the Operating Ratio.
Part a
Candidates were expected to be familiar with trend test and the threshold of combined ratio to
fail the test.
Common errors included:
• Incorrectly identifying the threshold as 100%
• Mentioning that the insurer fails the test because its combined ratio is 125%, without
also noting that this fails the test because it is greater than the threshold of 120%
Part b
Candidates were expected to understand the relationship between Authorized Control Level and
Risk Based Capital. They were further expected to know the formula for Risk Based Capital in
order to calculate the current value for R2 as well as the target value. Candidates were then
expected to recognize that to accomplish this reduction in R2 they had to divide the difference
by the charge provided for NAIC Class 06 RBC factor for equities (0.3).

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
Some candidates assumed that the government bonds referred to in the question were not
guaranteed by the US government, and would therefore receive an RBC charge of 0.003. This
required candidates to note that this would cause R2 to decrease by 0.3 multiplied by the
amount converted, and R1 to increase by 0.003 multiplied by the amount converted.
Common errors included:
• Calculating R2 = 0.3*10m, ignoring other R2 components
• Using a charge other than 0.3 on NAIC Class 6 stocks
• Forgetting to divide the difference in R2 by 0.3
• Assuming government bonds have a charge of 0.003 and that this would cause R2 to
reduce by (0.3 - .003)*(amount converted), instead of adding the charge to R1
• Taking the difference in Target & Current RBC instead of R2
• Not multiplying the ACL by 2 to get the RBC
• Confusing the amount of Class 06 stock to retain with the amount to sell
Part c
Candidates were expected to be familiar with IRIS ratio 5 (Two-Year Overall Operating Ratio) and
the components of the Operating Ratio.
A wide range of answers were accepted for why IRIS ratio 5 might be outside the usual range for
the insurer, as long as it provided a reason that might increase the overall operating ratio. Many
candidates did well describing the usual IRIS ratio 5 (Two-Year Overall Operating Ratio) and
highlighting a component of the Operating Ratio.
Common errors included:
• Stating that the usual range was over 100%
• Identifying the usual range for investment income instead of the usual range for IRIS
ratio 5
• Not providing a reason that would cause Operating Ratio to be high

FALL 2019 EXAM 6U, QUESTION 19
TOTAL POINT VALUE: 2
LEARNING OBJECTIVE: C2
SAMPLE ANSWERS
Part a: 0.75 point
Sample 1
R4 Charge before LCF = 12m / .85 = 14,117,647
Sum of RBC charges ex HO = 3.8m + 4.7M = 8.5m
HO RBC % = 1 - (3.8m + 4.7m) / 14,117,647 = 40%
Sample 2
x= HO R4 Charge
12 = .85(x+ 3.8+ 4.7)
12/.85 =x+ 8.5

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
14.1=x+8.5
X=14.1-8.5
X=5.6
HO RBC as % of total RBC: 5.6/14.1= 39.7%

Part b: 0.75 point
Sample 1
HO reserve % = (.85 - .7) / .3 = 50%
Total Reserves ex HO = 33.25m + 14.25m = 47.5
Total Reserves= 33.25 + 14.25 +47.5 = 95m
Sample 2
x= HO reserve
.85= .7 + .3x/(x + 14.25 + 33.25)
.15 (x+ 47.5)= .3x
.15*47.5= .15x
x= 47.5
Total Reserves= 33.25 + 14.25 +47.5 = 95m
Part c: 0.5 point
Sample Responses
• Would add WC Loss & LAE reserve RBC
• LCF could change
• Excessive premium growth if growing rapidly
• WC will now be included in the industry average loss & LAE ratio
• WC will now be considered in the adjustment for investment income
• WC may impact the percent of business that is retro rated
• WC is volatile or WC is long-tailed

EXAMINER’S REPORT
The candidate was expected to know the RBC formulae, what is extraneous info that should be
excluded, and how to work with the LCF.
Part a
The candidate was expected to know that the LCF applies only to the total RBC R4 charge and not
the R4 for each line.
Common errors included:
• Applying the LCF to PPAL and OL
• Using the investment income adjustment
• Using Industry Loss and LAE percentage
• Calculating the HO R4 charge correctly, but not using it to calculate the percentage of the
total R4 charge attributable to HO.

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
Part b
The candidate was expected to know the formula for calculating the LCF.
Common errors included:
• Not knowing the formula
• Reversing the 0.3 factor for the largest line and the 0.7 for the total of the other lines
• Calculating the HO reserve correctly but not using it to calculate the total reserves.
Part c
The candidate was expected to know enough about the R4 charge to be able to describe ways it
would be impacted by introducing another line of business.
Common errors included:
• The two ways described were too similar.
• Incorrectly describing how the R4 charge changes. As an example, “WC reserves will
cause the LCF to decrease so the total R$ will increase.”

FALL 2019 EXAM 6U, QUESTION 20
TOTAL POINT VALUE: 2.5
LEARNING OBJECTIVE: C3
SAMPLE ANSWERS
Part a: .75 point
Sample 1
SAP=> Use bond class to decide
 Class 1&2 => Amortized Cost
 Class 3-6 => min (Amortized Cost, Fair Value)
 Bond value = 100 + 85 + 20
+ 62 + 23 + 40
+ 78 + 45 + 27 = 480
Sample 2
SAP Bonds= 100 + 85 + 20
+ 62 + 23 + 40
+ 78 + 45 + 27
= 480

Class 1 @ amortized cost
Class 3,6 @ min (amortized cost, FV)

Sample 3
Bonds under SAP
NAIC Class 1-2 at Amortized cost
Class 3-6 min(Amortized cost, fair value)
 (100 + 85 + 20) + [min(75,62) + min(30,23) + min(47,40)] + [min(80,78) + min(60,45) +
min(32,27)]
 205 + [125} + [150]
 = 480

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT

Sample 4
Class 1 & 2 are valued at amortized cost
Class 3-5 are valued at the lower of the fair value and amortized cost
Value = 100+85+20+62+23+40+78+45+27
= 480
Part b: .75 point
Sample 1
Under US GAAP => value depend on usage
 Available for sale => fair value
Held to maturity => amortized cost
Held for trading => fair value
 Bond value = 90 + 62 +78
+ 85 + 30 + 60
+ 15 + 40 + 27
= 487
Sample 2
GAAP Bonds= 85 + 30 + 60
+ 90 + 62 + 78
+ 15 + 40 + 27
= 487

amortized cost for held to maturity
fair value for sale, trading

Sample 3
Bonds under GAAP
• Bonds available for sale or held for trading: fair value
Bonds held to maturity: amortized cost
 (90 + 62 + 78) + (15 + 40 +27) + (85 + 30 +60)
= 230 + 82 + 175
= 487
Sample 4
AFS: fair value
HTM: Amortized
HFT: fair value
Value = 85 + 30 + 60 + 90 + 62 + 78 + 15 + 40 + 27
= 487
Part c: .5 point
Sample Responses for SAP Purpose
• SAP: Will be used by regulators:
Sample responses – any one of the following:
o To evaluate solvency
o To show the value of the company on a conservative basis

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT

•
•
•

o To focus on balance sheet
o To focus on a liquidation view
SAP is mainly for regulators to view company’s financial health with solvency perspective
to see whether the company is able to meet policyholder obligations and is more
conservative.
SAP accounting is used by regulators to monitor the solvency of an insurer and their
ability to pay claims
SAP is for regulators and is more conservative with focus on providing early warning of
insolvency

Sample Responses for GAAP Purpose
• GAAP: Will be used by investor, shareholders and company management
Sample responses – any one of the following:
o To provide an accurate view of the insurer
o To focus on income
o To show the value of the company as a going concern
• GAAP is for investors, company management to see the company as a going concern and
one interested in profitability, earning potential of the company by matching revenue and
expenses
• US GAAP is used by investors and creditors to monitor the profitability of the company on
a going concern basis
• GAAP is for investors and focuses on income emergence
Part d: .5 point
Sample 1
For SAP: The primary purpose is solvency. While bond’s value in SAP is depending on its class, if
assume liquidation view we should use fair value for all bonds assume the insurer goes
bankruptcy & assets need to be liquidated. This conflicts with current approach.
Sample 2
SAP values high class (1,2) bonds at amortized cost but in case of insolvency they will be sold at
fair value which may be lower than amortized cost. This contradicts SAP’s conservative valuation
for solvency purpose.
Sample 3
Bonds under SAP for NAIC classes 1-2 are valued at amortized which may be higher than their fair
market value. If an insurer became insolvent & needed to sell these bonds, they could only be able to
sell them for their fair market value which may be less than amortized cost.
Sample 4
Classes 1-2 bonds are valued at amortized costs even if it is higher than fair value. This conflict with its
primary purpose. One explanation is they are meant for holding to maturity so market fluctuation
doesn’t matter.
Sample 5

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
For SAP: While bond’s value in SAP is depending on its class, if the company assumes liquidation
view, we should use fair value for all bonds assume the insurer goes into bankruptcy and assets need
to be liquidated.
Sample 6
SAP values high class (1,2) bonds at amortized cost but in case of insolvency they will be sold at fair
value which may be lower than amortized cost.
Sample 7
Bonds under SAP for NAIC classes 1-2 are valued at amortized which may be higher than their fair
market value. If an insurer became insolvent and needed to sell these bonds, they could only be able
to sell them for their fair market value which may be less than amortized cost.
Sample 8
Class 1&2 Bond is valued at amortized costs even if it is higher than fair value. This conflict with its
primary purpose. One explanation is they are meant for holding to maturity so market fluctuation
doesn’t matter

EXAMINER’S REPORT
Candidates were expected to have an understanding of definition SAP and GAAP accounting and
articulate the conceptual differences between the accounting practices and conflicts with the SAP
principles. Candidates were expected to demonstrate the application of the SAP and GAAP
accounting practices when evaluating assets specifically to the bond portfolio.
Part a
Candidates were required to calculate the bond portfolio value based on SAP valuation principles.
Common errors include:
• The incorrect rules were applied to each NAIC class
• Looked up the wrong value on provided valuations tables
• Assumed only one bond rather than a portfolio of 9 bonds
• Applied GAAP bond category rules instead of SAP class valuation rules.
Part b
Candidates were required to calculate the bond portfolio value based on GAAP valuation
principles.
Common errors include:
• The incorrect rules were applied to each bond category
• Looked up the wrong value on provided valuations tables
• Assumed only one bond rather than a portfolio of 9 bonds
• Applied SAP class valuation rules instead of GAAP bond category rules
Part c
Candidates were expected to contrast SAP versus GAAP accounting methodology. Each
candidate was expected to show two points of contrast between SAP and GAAP accounting.

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT

Common errors include:
• Only providing one point of contrast
• Confusion between GAAP vs SAP accounting methodology
• Vague answers with limited details/explanation.
Part d
Candidates were expected to detail how the treatment of bonds under SAP accounting principles
conflicts with its primary purpose of ensuring insurer solvency.
Common errors include:
•
•
•

Not differentiating between classes 1 and 2 versus the other bond classes in their
respective valuation treatments
Not articulating the basis for the conflict, i.e. insufficient to just say classes 1-2 bonds are
valued at amortized cost which is greater than fair market value without reference to not
holding bonds to maturity
Inferring that a deterioration in bond rating would cause the conflict

FALL 2019 EXAM 6U, QUESTION 21
TOTAL POINT VALUE: 2.5
LEARNING OBJECTIVE: C3
SAMPLE ANSWERS
Part a: 1 point
Sample 1
Goodwill = Purchase Price – (Fair Value of Assets – Fair Value of Liabilities)
GAAP so no non-admitted assets.
A: 3000 – (9400-6000) = -400, so no goodwill
B: 3000 – (8500 – 7000) = 1500
Sample 2
Insurer A:
Goodwill = 3000 – (9400-6000) = -400
Minimum value 0
Goodwill = 0
Insurer B:
Goodwill = 3000 – (8500 – 7000) = 1500
Sample 3
A: max(3000 – (9000+400-6000),0) = 0
B: max(3000 – (8000+500-7000),0) = 1500
Part b: 0.5 point
One response is needed for Insurer A and one response for insurer B.

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
Sample Responses for Insurer A
• Since purchase price is lower than the surplus, a gain of 400 will be recorded.
• Income increases by 400.
Sample Responses for Insurer B
• Goodwill asset is established, and there is no impact to the income statement.
• No immediate impact.
• Goodwill asset offsets the difference between purchase price and surplus – No impact
Part c: 1 point
One of the following responses is needed for SAP and one of the following responses is needed
for GAAP.
Sample Responses for SAP
• Amortized for the period the acquiring company benefits, up to a maximum of 10 years.
• Goodwill value is amortized over time to unrealized capital gains.
Sample Responses for GAAP
• GAAP does not amortize goodwill but it is evaluated regularly for impairment.
• Recognized immediately, and regularly tested for impairment.
• Goodwill asset is held indefinitely, but regularly tested for impairment
EXAMINER’S REPORT
• Candidates were expected to know the differences between SAP & GAAP accounting,
understand the concept of purchase accounting including goodwill, impact on the income
statement and how it changes over time.
Part a
Candidates were expected to know the formula for goodwill including the floor and that there are
no non-admitted assets in GAAP.
Common errors included:
• Not including the floor in the formula and therefore recognizing negative goodwill for
Insurer A, rather than 0.
• Not including non-admitted assets in the calculation.
• Flipping the formula order, subtracting purchase price from the fair value of the
company, rather than vice versa.
Part b

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
Candidates were expected to know what items appear on the income statement, understand
how purchase price, surplus and goodwill affect the income statement and state the impact to
income.
Common errors included:
• Discussing balance sheet items.
• Missing the fact that the goodwill asset for B offsets the excess paid and stating an
income decrease.
• Linking positive goodwill to an income increase and vice versa.
Part c
Candidates were expected to know the differences in how SAP and GAAP accounting treat
goodwill over time.
Common errors included:
• Stating that SAP was amortized over 10 years but not recognizing this is a maximum
timeframe.
• Using the word depreciation rather than amortization.
• Only including that GAAP goodwill is tested for impairment.

FALL 2019 EXAM 6U, Question 22
TOTAL POINT VALUE: 2.75
LEARNING OBJECTIVE: D
SAMPLE ANSWERS
Part a: 2.5 points
Sample 1
I believe it is necessary to issue a qualified opinion of Company’s reserves, due to material
inconsistencies in the data preventing a review of the reasonability of the WC reserves. These
reserves account for 36% of net carried reserves, or $50M. In regards to the remaining reserves,
in my opinion the items listed in Exhibit A:
A: Meet the requirements of insurance laws in State X
B: Are computed in accordance with actuarial standards & practices.
C: Make a reasonable provision for all net unpaid loss and LAE obligations under company’s
contracts and agreements. However, the company makes an excessive provision for gross unpaid
loss and LAE obligations. The carried amount is $2M higher than the maximum reserves I deem
to be reasonable.
Sample 2
In my opinion, the amounts carried in Exhibit A for loss & LAE Reserves are:
a) Computed using methods and assumption accepted by actuarial standards
b) Follow the laws and regulation of state X.
c) Make for a reasonable amount on a net basis. The amounts on a gross basis are
redundant as my high end is 98M. With this, the difference is 2M. I was not able to
analyze WC reserves due to material inconsistencies in the data. The amount carried

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
which are excluded from my opinion are 50M on a net basis and 60M on a gross basis.
This is therefore a qualified statement.
Sample 3
In my opinion, with the qualification that it doesn’t include reserve for workers compensation
business, the amounts carried in Exhibit A on account of items identified:
A. Meet requirements of insurance laws of State X
B. Are computed in accordance with accepted actuarial standards and principles
C. Make a reasonable provision for net unpaid loss and LAE obligations of the company
under the terms of its contracts and agreements. However it makes an excessive
provision for gross unpaid loss and LAE obligation which is $2M greater than the maxim
amount which I believe necessary to be within the range of reasonable estimates.
I am informed that amounts carried in Exhibit A include reserve for unpaid loss and LAE of
workers compensation business, which is recorded as $50M (30%) on net of reinsurance basis
and $60M (38%) on gross basis. However, I have found material inconsistency in the WC data
when analyzing WC business and after I informed data provider of the insurer, data issue still
remained unresolved. Considering that there is no reliable data for me to analyze and the
portion of WC reserve is material, I gave qualification opinion for the insurer.
Part b: 0.25 point
One of the following:
• Qualified
• No Opinion given the candidate has a consistent response in part a.
EXAMINER’S REPORT
Candidates were expected to recall what should be included in the Opinion section in the
Statement of Actuarial Opinion.
Part a
Candidates were expected to identify that it was a qualified opinion and why. They were
expected to know they are referring to amounts in exhibit A, and they need to state the reserves
are in accordance with the state laws and accepted actuarial practices. They were expected to
know they should comment on both net and gross reserves.
Common errors included:
• Failing to comment on gross reserves
• Failing to list the amount gross reserves were redundant
• Failing to list the WC reserves were not analyzed
• Failing to list the amount of the WC reserves ($50M) to which the qualification applies
• Indicating that WC is a qualified opinion, instead of the total company reserves are
qualified because of WC
Part b
Candidates were expected to know the different types of opinions and correctly determine the
type of opinion.
Common errors included:

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
•
•

Reasonable opinion
Listing a different opinion for PPA Gross, PPA Net, and WC.

FALL 2019 EXAM 6U, QUESTION 23
TOTAL POINT VALUE: 3
SAMPLE ANSWERS
Part a: 0.75 point

LEARNING OBJECTIVE: D1

Any three of the following:
• 10% of Unpaid Reserves = 10% * 100M = 10M
• 10% of Surplus = 10% * 200M = 20M
• Distance to RBC Action Level = 200M – 187M = 13M
Note: other selected standards based on different percentages followed the same logic as above.
Part b: 0.25 point
One of the following:
• I select 10% of Unpaid Reserves because $10M is the lowest and therefore most
conservative value of the three options.
• I select 10% of Surplus because surplus erosion of that magnitude is sufficient cause for
concern.
• I select the distance to the next RBC action level (13M) because this level of risk will have
practical regulatory ramifications for the company.
Note: other selected standards based on different percentages followed the same logic as above.
Part c: 0.75 point
Sample 1
Using a materiality standard of 10% of Unpaid Reserves, there is RMAD because carried plus 10M
is within the actuarial range (100M + 10M < 115M).
Sample 2
Using a standard of 10% of Surplus, there is not RMAD because carried plus 20M is outside the
actuarial range (100M + 20M > 115M).
Sample 3
Using a materiality standard of the distance to the next RBC action level, there is RMAD because
carried plus 13M is within the actuarial range (100M + 13M < 115M).
Sample 4
Alternative expressions of the same concept received full credit, for example: “there is RMAD
because the range indicates 15M of possible adverse development which is greater than my
materiality standard of 13M.”
Note: other selected standards based on different percentages followed the same logic as above.

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
Part d: 0.75 point
Sample 1
The materiality standard is not a one size fits all number. It is set based on professional judgment
as to the magnitude of an omission, under/overstatement that would cause a user to reach a
different conclusion or follow a different course of action. This may or may not be equal to the
metric specified, depending on the user. For example, management may be concerned with
having their financial rating downgraded, and a smaller standard would make this happen.
Therefore, the actuary may want to use a smaller standard of materiality than the state is
proposing, or a larger standard for well capitalized companies.
Sample 2
A fixed standard might help with consistency across the industry. However, different companies
have different lines of business (e.g. short-tail Property vs. long-tail Workers Compensation),
different reinsurance structures, and different capital levels. A fixed standard cannot adequately
account for these differences. Actuaries use their professional judgment to select a standard that
makes sense given the circumstances.
Sample 3
A fixed standard may add consistency to the industry and serve to prevent ‘gaming’ from
companies in financial distress but the cons outweigh the pros. Companies and users have
different needs so a one-size-fits-all approach cannot make sense in all cases. Actuaries or
company personnel need to have a voice in setting the standard that’s appropriate for their
company.
Part e: 0.5 point
Sample 1
The AA should determine if the error is material, and if so, notify the principal and re-issue the
SAO.
Sample 2
The AA should check for materiality, and whether the opinion would have been different if the
error had been reflected originally.
Sample 3
The AA should check for materiality, and if it is material, notify the company within 5 days, and
the insurance commissioner 5 days after that.
EXAMINER’S REPORT
Candidates were expected to understand the actuary’s responsibilities with respect to material
adverse deviation.
Part a
Candidates were expected to propose and calculate three reasonable materiality standards from
the problem statement. Percentages could vary, i.e. “5% of Unpaid Reserves” was also
acceptable.

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
Common errors included:
• Responses that related to the reserve range (e.g. “Midpoint – Low = 10M”) were not
accepted because materiality pertains to solvency or financial health rather than the
actuarial range of estimates itself.
Part b
Candidates were expected to select and provide a reasonable justification for one of the
standards calculated in part a.
Common errors included:
• Responses that selected a standard but provided insufficient justification did not receive
full credit. For example, “I select 10M because it is the lowest” did not receive credit –
the candidate needed to indicate why “lowest” is desirable.
Part c
Candidates were expected to apply their selected materiality standard correctly.
Common errors included
• Going “the wrong direction”, i.e. comparing to Central – Low (i.e. 100M – 90M = 10M)
rather than High – Central (i.e. 115M – 100M = 15M)
• Drawing the wrong conclusion from the correct setup, i.e. “because Central + Materiality
Standard is within the Range, no RMAD exists”
Part d
Candidates were expected to provide a full, thoughtful evaluation of the proposal.
Arguments in favor of the proposal and against the proposal were both accepted, if they were
reasonable and clearly described.
Common errors included:
• Failing to provide a full justification, i.e. brief answers with only one or two concepts did
not receive full credit
• Focusing on a single element of the proposal rather than evaluating multiple major
themes
Part e
Candidates were expected to describe the materiality evaluation, and indicate further obligations
if the error was found to be material. Full credit was given if the candidate indicated both
concepts, even if the connection was not made clear. The candidate was not required to
enumerate the deadlines imposed on the actuary.
Common errors included:
• Jumping straight to the opinion correction process without referencing the materiality
check
• Declining to describe the second step of the actuary’s considerations (i.e. the need to reissue if material, or communicate to the principal/other users)

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
•

Disavowing the actuary of obligations due to two months having passed since the opinion
was issued

FALL 2019 EXAM 6U, QUESTION 24
TOTAL POINT VALUE: 3.5
LEARNING OBJECTIVE: D1
SAMPLE ANSWERS
Part a: .5 point
Any one of the following for i. SAO and any one of the following for ii. AOS:
i. SAO
•
•
•
•
•

Regulator
Board of Directors
Investors
Management
General public

ii. AOS
• Regulator
• Board of Directors
Part b: 1.5 points
i. SAO
Sample 1
To communicate actuary’s opinion of carried reserves to stakeholders informing them of
risks/uncertainties and if RMAD exists.
Sample 2
Provide Appointed Actuary’s opinion on the carried reserves, comment on materiality standard,
risk of material adverse deviation, etc.
ii. AOS
Sample 1
Show how booked reserves compare to actuarial estimates (gross and net) and disclose historical
adverse development if necessary.
Sample 2
Provide actuary’s range of reserves and/or point estimate, the company carried reserves, as well
as comment on if the insurer’s one year reserve development to prior year’s surplus has
exceeded 5% in 3 of the last 5 years.
iii. Actuarial Report
Sample 1

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
Provide a more lengthy and detailed report including the items in the SAO & AOS as well as an
explanation on Actuary’s analysis, data reconciliation to schedule P, change in ultimate loss
estimate from prior year, etc.
Sample 2
To fully describe the work so another actuary practicing in the field can understand and
replicate. From data, methods, and assumptions to results.
Part c: 1.5 points
i. SAO
Sample 1
Public – Investors, policyholders, and reinsurers are concerned with adequacy of reserves and
the risks/uncertainties therein
Sample 2
Public – Users from the public want to know the major risks facing the company before investing
in it.
ii. AOS
Sample 1
Confidential – Actuary’s estimates are proprietary and useful for management and regulators
when assessing solvency
Sample 2
Confidential – It is meant to provide sensitive information to the regulator.
iii. Actuarial Report
Sample 1
Confidential – Significant proprietary work is included to inform management and will be
provided to regulators upon request
Sample 2
Confidential – Provides further reasoning, data, and methods that competitors shouldn’t know.
EXAMINER’S REPORT
Candidates must know the intended audience, purpose, and confidentiality of the SAO, AOS
and Actuarial Report.
Part a
Candidates were expected to identify a distinct intended users of the SAO and AOS.
Common errors included:
• Listing investors as an intended user of the AOS
• Listing possible (but not intended users)
• Duplicating answers for i and ii (i.e. not listing distinct users).
Part b

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
Candidates were expected to describe the purpose of the SAO, AOS and the Actuarial Report.
Common error included not fully describing the purpose.
Part c
Candidates were expected to identify the confidentiality of the three documents and connect
that to their purposes.
Common errors included identifying but not relating that back to its purpose.
FALL 2019 EXAM 6U, QUESTION 25
TOTAL POINT VALUE: 3
LEARNING OBJECTIVE: D1
SAMPLE ANSWERS
Part a: 1 point
Bolded sample answers indicate unique subject responses, any four of which were required.
Italicized sample answers are common variations on the unique response.
Needs to state whether the reserves are nominal or discounted and, if discounted, the basis of the
interest rate
• Discounted or not, along with the assumptions used
• If discounting is used and basis of discount factor
• Whether the company discounts the reserves; amount of discounts
Needs to state whether the reserves include an explicit risk margin and its basis
• Do reserves include a risk margin? If so on what basis was it established
• Is there an explicit risk margin added to the reserves
• Is there a risk provision
Needs to state whether the reserves are gross or net of specified recoverables
• If the reserves are gross or net of S&S
• Net or gross of recoverables
• If reserves gross/net of recoverables (S&S, deductibles)
• Gross or net of ceded reinsurance
Needs to state whether the potential for uncollectable reinsurance is considered
• Disclose if any uncollectible reinsurance risk is there that will impact the reserves
• Does it include a provision for uncollectable reinsurance
• Uncollectible amounts – How were these accounted for in analysis
Needs to state the types of unpaid loss adjustment expense covered by the reserve
• What types of expenses are included in reserves (DCC, A&O, Etc.)
• Which types of loss expense are included
• What type of expenses are included in LAE

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
If the opinion is only for a portion of a reserve, the claims exposure to be covered by the opinion
should be stated
• Whether any portion of insurer’s book of business excluded from opinion
• If the reserve the actuary is opining on excludes anything particular
• Any material reserves outside the scope of the review
Needs to state any other items that, in the actuaries professional judgment, are needed to describe
the reserves sufficiently for the actuary’s evaluation of the reserves
• Any other info necessary to disclose about the reserve
• Anything else so reserves aren’t misleading
Needs to state the accounting basis
• Accounting basis of the reserves
• Accounting basis: SAP or GAAP
• Based on SAP accounting
Part b: 1 point
Bolded sample answers indicate unique subject responses, any four of which were required.
Italicized sample answers are common variations on the unique response.
The Appointed Actuary should state that the items in the SCOPE, on which he or she is expressing
an opinion, reflect Disclosure items 8 through 13.2 in Exhibit B.
• That the opinion reflects the disclosures in Exhibit B
• Relative to subjects on Exhibit B
• Reference to disclosure items provided in Exhibit B
The Review date or Accounting Date
• That all information provided up to date of opinion was considered
• Date in which information was incorporated into opinion
• Review date of the analysis
• Accounting date
Inter-company pooling arrangements
• Disclosures on intercompany pooling arrangements
• Identify whether part of pooling arrangement
• Whether pooling is involved
A statement regarding reconciliation to Schedule P
• Data was reconciled to Schedule P Part 1
• Data was reconciled to the annual statement
• Reconciliation to Schedule P
The provider of data relied upon by the Actuary
• Who provided the data which the actuary used
• Who provided the data – name of the office of the company along with designations
• Relied upon data provided by officer of the company
The evaluation of data for reasonableness and consistency

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
•
•
•

Evaluation of data for reasonableness & consistency
Whether data was reasonable and consistent or have any issues
Statement that data was evaluated for reasonableness and consistency

The AA has examined the actuarial assumptions and methods used in determining reserves listed in
Exhibit A, as shown in the Annual Statement of the Company as prepared for filing with state
regulatory officials
• Statement that AA reviewed company’s reserve setting methods & assumptions
• Whether assessing the company’s methods and assumptions that were used to compute
reserves
• Review the method and assumptions in estimating the reserves
Part c: 1 point
Bolded sample answers indicate unique subject responses, any two of which were required.
Italicized sample answers are common variations on the unique response.
Sample Responses for Data inconsistency immaterial --> reasonable opinion
• A reasonable opinion may be issued if the amount of data impacted by the error is considered
to be not material
• If the reserves impacted by data issue was not a material portion of overall reserves
• If the line of business is not material to the total reserves, then a reasonable provision can be
made (no need to qualify if immaterial)
Sample Responses for Data inconsistency material but only impacts a portion of reserves -->
qualified opinion
• A qualified opinion may be issued if the data impacted by the error is considered material
• If the reserves impacted by the data issue are a material portion of overall reserves
• If the line of business is material to the reserves, a qualified opinion can be issued stating that
the line is not included.
Sample Responses for Data inconsistency material but impacts nearly all reserves --> no opinion
• If the inconsistency cannot be resolved and causes the actuary not to be able to opine or
analyze any of the data then issue a no opinion
• No Opinion – The data inconsistency may cover too large an amount of the entire book of
business and an opinion cannot be reached on the material portion of the business
• No opinion – perhaps the LOB containing the affected data is so large that it is best not to
opine on the reserves at all
EXAMINER’S REPORT
Candidates were expected to demonstrate their knowledge of the SCOPE section of an SAO This
includes the stated basis of reserves disclosures along with others that aren’t related to the stated
basis. Candidates were also expected to understand how data errors can lead to different types of
opinions depending upon the materiality of the error.
Part a
Candidates were expected to identify four disclosures in the SCOPE section of the SAO related to the
basis on which reserves are stated. Stated basis of the reserves per ASOP 36 is a description of the
nature of reserves.

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT

Common errors include:
• Redundant answers with respect to recoverables and discounting
• The word “Reinsurance” alone did not receive credit, a description was needed
• “Is the data including LAE” was not accepted; needed to specify the type of LAE that was
included
• Disclosures listed that were not related to “stated basis of reserves”
Part b
Candidates were expected to identify four disclosures in the SCOPE section of the SAO not related to
the basis on which reserves are stated.
Common errors include:
• Mentioning disclosures related to basis of which reserves are stated
• Loss evaluation data is not required in SCOPE
• Appointed Actuary’s role in stated reserves is not in the scope
• Intended user and audience are not disclosures required in the scope
• Identifying the reserves instead of disclosures related to the reserves or data
• Data testing is not disclosed in the SAO
Part c
Candidates were expected to identify and justify two types of opinion that may be issued.
Common errors include:
• Defining the opinion type but not providing justification
• Not using materiality (or describing materiality) when deciding which type of opinion to issue

FALL 2019 EXAM 6U, QUESTION 26
TOTAL POINT VALUE: 2.75
LEARNING OBJECTIVE: E1
SAMPLE ANSWERS
Part a: 0.5 point
A commutation is an agreement between a ceding insurer and the reinsurer that provides for the
valuation, payment, and complete discharge of all obligations between the parties under a
particular reinsurance contract.
Part b: 1 point
Sample 1
i. The ceded reserve recoverables are set to zero, so the net reserves are set to gross
reserves;
ii. The commutation payment is booked as an increase in paid loss;
Sample 2
i. The reserve net loss reserve will increase since there are no expected recoverables;
ii. The paid loss will increase due to the commutation price being recorded as a loss

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
Part c: 0.75 point
Sample Response
Notes to Financial Statements, Reinsurance disclosure
Must include two include two of the following:
• A list of reinsurers
• The amount of loss
• Loss adjustment expense
• Earned premium commuted from each to the ceding company during the year
• Amount of reserves taken back
• Price received for commutation
• Consideration paid
Part d: 0.5 point
Sample 1
Some Schedule P will be distorted by a commutation (e.g. Net paid losses, net incurred
losses, and claim closure rates). Actuaries must take such distortions into account when
calculating loss development factors (or assessment of reserve adequacy), when
assessing reserve adequacy, or when using Schedule P to review claim severity or closure
trends.
Sample 2
Some exhibits will be distorted by a commutation (e.g. Net paid losses, net incurred
losses, and claim closure rates). This can mislead users of the Annual Statement of they
are unaware of the commutation.
Sample 3
The commutation will have impact on the primary and reinsurer’s statutory income
statement and surplus. Normally, this results in a drop in pretax income for the primary
and an increase for the reinsurer. The user must consider this when assessing the annual
statement.
EXAMINER’S REPORT
Candidates were expected to understand the definition of a commutation contract, how it
impacts the paid loss and loss reserves for both the ceding company and the reinsurer as well as
the how it impacts the different schedules financial statements. Candidates were expected to
identify the section of the Annual Statement to disclose the commutation and describe the
distortion as a result of the commutation.
Part a
Candidates were expected to understand the definition of a commutation agreement.
Common errors included:
• Reversed the party who is responsible for paying the consideration
• Stating that the primary insurer will be discharged of all liability
Part b

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
Candidates were expected to understand how the commutation impacts the paid loss and loss
reserves.
Common errors included:
• Stating that no impact on the reinsurer
• Stating that the paid loss will decrease for the reinsurer due to discounting of the loss
reserves in the commutation price
• Stating the reason for reinsurer’s paid loss increase is the reinsurer is paying future losses
Part c
Candidates were expected to identify the section of the Annual Statement to disclose the
commutation and the items need to be disclosed.
Common errors included:
• Stating the disclosure has to be made in an incorrect statement
• Listing the following as required items for disclosure: effective date of the commutation,
accident year, coverage (or line of business), reason for commutation.
• Stating the reinsurer has to make the disclosure.
• Simply stating that the commutation amount needs to be disclosed without specifying what
the amounts are related to such as loss reserves, alae reserves or consideration paid.
Part d
Candidates were expected to demonstrate understanding for the disclosure of commutation and
describe the resulting distortion in the annual statement.

Common errors included:
• Stating the annual statement will be adjusted by the commutation instead of distorted.
• Simply stating the annual statement will be distorted without explaining the distortion
mislead the user.
• Simply stating that it could be misleading without naming specific exhibits that will be
distorted such as net paid, net incurred triangles etc.
FALL 2019 EXAM 6U, QUESTION 27
TOTAL POINT VALUE: 2
LEARNING OBJECTIVE: E1
SAMPLE ANSWERS
Part a: 0.5 point
Sample 1
A transaction qualifies as having risk transfer under the "10-10" rule if there is at least a 10% chance
of the reinsurer experiencing a loss of 10% or greater.
Sample 2
Rules that risk transfer exists if there is at least a 10% chance for the reinsurer to realize a >= 10%
underwriting loss from the contract.
Sample 3
Probability[((Ceded loss - Ceded Premium) / Ceded Premium) >= 10% ] >= 10%

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
Part b: 0.5 point
Sample 1
ERD Method is:
Probability(NPV Underwriting Loss) x Avg Severity of an Underwriting Loss
If ERD / Premium > 1%, passes risk transfer test
Sample 2
The ERD method multiplies the probability of a net present value underwriting loss to the reinsurer by
the average severity (NPV) of that loss, given that there was a loss. This is then divided by the NPV of
premium and compared to a benchmark (typically 1%). If it is greater than that benchmark, then it
exhibits risk transfer.
Sample 3
ERD compares Probability(PV of UW loss) x Average Loss Size and compares it to a selected threshold

Part c: 0.5 point
Sample 1
ERD takes into account a small chance of a large loss to the reinsurer happening whereas the 1010 rule requires the probability of the event happening is > 10%. ERD will correctly identify risk
transfer when there is a small chance of catastrophic loss.
Sample 2
There may be a very low % chance of sustaining a loss but enormous loss potential (in dollars) on
the slim chance there is a loss. For example, some cat risks might have a 1% chance of incurring a
loss, but billions of dollars of potential loss if one occurs. 10-10 won’t say this passes risk transfer
since it requires > 10% chance of a loss, whereas ERD would likely say it does pass, which in this
case it likely should.
Sample 3
ERD considers the time value of money in its calculations. This will result in a more accurate
assessment of the value of future cash flows, since some payments could be many years in the
future.
Sample 4
More parameters built into the method makes it a more sophisticated tool. ERD can consider
interest rates and payment patterns, for example.
Part d: 0.5 point
Sample 1
No, do not include reinsurer expenses. These are not a cash flow between the cedant and the
reinsurer, so they are not transferring risk between parties. Thus, should not be included.
Sample 2
Reinsurer expenses should not be included in the calculation since these are not a cash flow
between the insurer and the reinsurer.

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT
EXAMINER’S REPORT
Candidates were expected to demonstrate familiarity with the 10-10 and ERD methods used to
identify risk transfer, distinctions between the methods, and a more in-depth understanding of
what is considered in a risk transfer assessment. Most candidates did very well on this problem.
Part a
Candidates were expected to know there needed to be at least a 10% chance of a 10% loss to the
reinsurer. While the meaning of this is 10% underwriting loss relative to ceded reinsurance
premium, simply stating “10% loss” was given full credit.
Common errors include:
• Not showing knowledge of the 10-10 rule
• Identifying only half of the 10-10 rule (i.e. only 10% loss or only 10% chance) but not both
• Relating 10% loss to something other than reinsurance or ceded premium
Part b
Candidates were expected to identify how ERD is calculated and that it must be greater than
some threshold to qualify for risk transfer. Candidates needed to accurately describe the
probability and the severity components of the calculation: (Probability of the reinsurer realizing
a NPV Underwriting loss) * (Severity of NPV Underwriting Loss). The candidates did not need to
identify 1% as the threshold as long as they mentioned a reasonable threshold for comparison.
Common errors include:
• Incorrectly describing the calculation of ERD
• Identifying how to calculate the ERD without mentioning a threshold
• Stating that the ERD ratio must be less than the threshold, instead of greater than
Part c
Candidates were expected to correctly identify one advantage of the ERD rule over the 10-10
rule and provide detail on why it’s an advantage.
Common errors include:
• Not stating an accurate advantage of ERD over 10-10
• Stating something is an advantage of ERD over 10-10 only because ERD considers it and
10-10 does not
• Stating an advantage of ERD over 10-10, but not supporting the statement
Part d
Candidates were expected to correctly identify that reinsurer expenses should not be included in
an ERD calculation and give a valid explanation as to why.
Common errors include:
• Incorrectly stating that reinsurer expenses should be included
• Correctly identifying reinsurer expenses should be excluded but not giving a valid reason
as to why

SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT

